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By TOM BERRY
will include about
$1.6 million in conStaff Writer
structioit projects for
The construction and installation of
13 school districts
new sidewalks and pedestrian safety
across the state that
equipment will soon begin around
will include only
Murray Elementary and Middle schools
Murray Independent
as part of a federal school safety proschools
in
the
gram designed to encourage more stuPurchase Area.
dents to walk or ride their bicycles to
Mills
class.
According to a
The state's implementation of the
news release from
federal Safe Routes to School (SRI'S) Keith Todd, public information officer
pilot program, announced by Gov. for the Department of Highways'
Ernie Fletcher and the Kentucky District One and District Two offices in
Transportation Cabinet officials Friday, Paducah, the two schools, as well as
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Trigg County Elementary and Middle
schoolain District 2, are among the first
approved for the funding.
The program is designed to make
bicycling and walking to school a more
appealing, safer and healthy alternative
for students in kindergarten through
eighth grade.
"This project will make a positive
impact on the local school and community," Fletcher said in the release. "1 am
committed to improving the educational climate and learning environment for
our children in Calloway County, Trigg
County, and across our great common-

Murray, KY 42071

wealth. Projects like this one help motivate young students and get them into a
mindset for learning."
Eleanor Mills, assistant superintendent for curriculum for M1SD and the
one who wrote the request for the grant
funding, said the district is trying to do
what it can to make travel back and
forth to the schools by students, parents
or anyone else safer and easier.
"What we did was look at our traffic
flow and our pedestrian flow around
those two schools and tried to develop a
plan on what we could do to provide
more opportunities for our students and

parents to walk or ride a bicycle," Mills
said. "But not just during the school
day, because our schools are practically
open 24-7, and that flow is there to one
degree or another all the time."
She also credited Murray Police
officers Mike Robinson and Keith
Covey, school resource officers at
Murray High and Middle schools, for
gathering data on vehicle and pedestrian traffic flow necessary to complete
the application. She said the traffic and
pedestrian flow around Murray Middle

•See Page 2A

Family court
judge will be
on Nov. ballot

FletcherRudolph
fund-raise
$372,275 in
first week

Staff Report
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
November ballot is going to get
a bit lengthier for Calloway
County voters. Secretary of
State Trey Grayson announced
nine newly created judicial positions, including the family court
judge for Calloway and
Marshall counties, will be decided during the upcoming election.
Grayson's office will begin
accepting candidate filings July
17. Candidates have until 4 p.m.
Aug. 8 to submit their paperwork.
With no primary election, all
candidates who take the appropriate filing steps will appear on
the Nov. 7 ballot. Those elected
to these circuit judgeships will
serve full eight-year terms.
"It is important for citizens to
realize that these are new positions and thus there are no current candidates for the race,"
Grayson said in a release. "I
would encourage all interested
eligible citizens to contact our
office if they are interested in
filing for one of the races."
Legislation- during the 2005
General Assembly created these
judgeships.
With the addition of the nine
new positions, 272judicial races
will be on the ballot this fall,
adding to the record number of
races on the ballot in 2006. The
new positions, with one exception, are designated for family
court judgeships in Warren

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Ernie Fletcher's re-election
campaign raised nearly twice
the unofficial
goal supporters
set last week,
during its first
week of active
fundraising.
The re-election campaign,
which started
over when Lt. Fletcher
Gov.
Steve
Pence
announced last
month
he
wouldn't run
again, brought
in $372,275
between June
23 and June
30, according
to a statement. Rudolph
Supporters had
set an unofficial goal of
$200,000.
After Pence made his
announcement, Fletcher started
his re-election bid over with new
running mate Robbie Rudolph,'
Fletcher's Executive Cabinet
secretary and former Finance
Cabinet secretary.
A full report of the fundraising wasn't available online at the
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance Web site.
• The campaign announced the
total late Wednesday.
In December 2002, Fletcher's
initial campaign for governor
brought in roughly $500,000 in
its first month of fund-raising.

County; Garrard and Jessamine
counties; Greenup and Lewis
counties; Knox and Laurel
counties; Butler, Edmonson,
Ohio and Hancock counties;
Anderson, Shelby and Spencer
counties; and Bullitt County.
The other new position is a circuit judge for Hart, LaRue and
Nelson counties.
Some of the qualifications for
a circuit judge include: U.S. citizenship, a resident of both the
commonwealth and of the district from which elected for two
years next preceding taking
office and licensed to practice
law in the courts of the commonwealth, and a licensed attorney for at least eight years.
When filing with the secretary
of state office, candidates must
provide a $200 filing fee.
For more information about
filing for one of these offices,
visit the secretary of state's Web
site to download a copy of
"Declaring Your Candidacy."
This publication focuses Primarily on candidate filing procedures, sample candidate filing
forms for attaining ballot access,
qualifications for each elective
office, and other important and
pertinent election information
that will directly or indirectly
affect candidacy.
"Our office stands ready to
help any potential candidate
with questions he or she may
have, and we hope to see spirit-

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
HAVING A BALL: Richardo Hernandez, left, Carlos Bernal, center, and Juan Carlos
Reyna, right, along with five of their friends, took advantage of a beautiful, cool July
evening Wednesday to play a fast-paced game of soccer at the Murray State University
intermural field complex on North 16th Street.

IN See Page 2A

MPD's Purcell, MSU's Gentry,
Mason complete police training
Staff Report
RICHMOND, Ky. — Three
local police officers were
among the 20 that completed
the Department of Criminal
Justice Training's Academy of
Police Supervision.
The officers, who represented 16 agencies across the state,
Friday.
were recognized
Harlan Police Chief Danny
Caudill was guest speaker for
Friday's ceremony.
Police
Murray
DepartmenerSuottPurcell and
Murray State Univirsity Police
Department's Jeff Gentry and
Dale Mason were among those
were completed the sergeant's

academy, a three-week, 120hour training program for
newly promoted sergeants or
officers who are on their
agency's promotion list.
While in the course, students participate in classes
focusing on the role of a supervisor, as well as leadership,
resolving conflict, managing
diversity, monitoring officer
performance,
professional
image, legal issues for supervisors, ethics, interpersonal communication, effective written
communication, making decisions, solving problems, managing critical incidents, public
speaking, emotional survival.
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budgeting and media relations.
The APS program includes
reading and writing assignments and scenario-based
exercises designed to enhance
the students' ability to perform
at the supervisor's level in
their agencies. APS is handson, with as much skill demonstration as classroom work.
APS is a stepping stone to
the Criminal Justice Executive
Development program, whichi
is a five-week advanced leadership course offered once a
year for supervisors at
Kentucky's small- and medi—
um-size law enforcement
agencies.

Jones

Jones indicted on two
additional charges from
downtown police pursuit

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
About a month after pleading guilty to 11
charges related to a police pursuit downtown,
Kelly Joe Jones was indicted last week on two
more charges from the incident.
The grand jury indicted Jones, 27, who lives on
Byars Road in Hazel, for first-degree wanton
endangerment and second-degree persistent
felony offender when it met Thursday, according
to his indictment.
The wanton endangerment charge, which is
punishable by one to five years in prison, specifically stems from the end of the police pursuit on
Maple Street downtown wherriones rammed his
car into Murray Police Department officer Andy

Post Local Events
On Our Calendar!
timunwarayledger.coni
All events subject to approval.
Contact webmasteremurrayledgercom
for more information

Cooper's cruiser, according to the indictment.
Jones is scheduled to appear in circuit court at
9 a.m. Monday.
The chain of events that resulted in Jones'
arrest began when Calloway County Sheriff's Sgt.
Gene Johnson and Deputy Tommy Kimbro
responded to a burglary alarm at 10:11 p.m. May
8 at Town and Country Motorsports not far out of
the town on Ky. 94 East.
As he was leaving the scene, Jones drove his
vehicle into Kimbro, striking the deputy in the leg
as he trapped him against a utility pole. He came
close to also striking Johnson.
The officers then fired shots, hitting the back
tires of the vehicle, according to police reports.
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Williams not present at Fletcher visit
WILLIAMSBURG,Ky.(AP)
- Transportation Secretary Bill
Nighbert said he didn't tell
Senate
David
President
Williams about a visit to
Williams' district by Gov. Ernie
Fletcher on Wednesday to avoid
a public clash between the two.
Williams last week questioned Fletcher's ability to be reelected next year with the state
hiring investigation hanging
over him.
'The conunents that were
made last week by the senator
— who is a good friend of mine
also — put some tension there,'
Nighbert told the Lexington
Herald-Leader in a story published Wednesday on the newspaper's Web site. "I just think
because of the comments that
the governor took pretty personally, he felt that the event was
better served if he went alone."
Nighbert said he remains
friendly toward and supportive
of Williams but must be loyal to
his boss, Fletcher.
Hetcher spokeswoman Jodi
Whitaker referred questions to
Nighbert.
Fletcher
to
went
Williamsburg for a check presentation representing millions of
dollars in road money from a
fund that Williams fought to ere
ate.
Williams said he didn't find
out about the event until the
governor's oftice issued a statement at 11:22 a.m., about five
hours before the visit. Fie said
by that time, his schedule was

Sen. David Williams

Gov. Ernie Fletcher

already booked.
"I'm just glad that the governor is bringing money and using
some of the discretionary money
that we in the Senate provided,"
Williams said. "I've really never
had a governor come to my district before and not invite the
legislators. But it's his prerogative to invite or not invite
whomever he wants."
Legislators traditionally are
invited or at least notified when

a governor comes to their dotheta.
'It's a courtesy because we
all have to live in the same political world,' said Republican
state Rep. Charlie Siler of
Corbin."I don't know what went
wrong on this one, if something
did."
Slier, who also represents
Williamsburg and attended the
event, said he found out about

the governor's appearance
Tuesday from a friend who
works in the state highway
office.
Williams deflected questions
about whether he thought
Fletcher or his staff had purposely left him out.
Williams noted that he hasn't
said anything negative about
Fletcher, just questioned his 'reelectability.'
'But evidently that's hit a
chord,' he said.
The funding for the area
includes $4.4 million to reconstruct Exit It on Interstate 75 at
Williamsburg, as well as money
to pay for paving of city and
Whitley County roads. An additional $250,000 will be used to
bury utility lines and, buy oldfashioned street lights for downtown, he said.
Nearly all the money comes
from a new transportation fund
that the General Assembly created in 2005. Over objections
from Democrats, Williams led
the effort to allot $125 million in
extra road money into a discretionary fund for the governor.

•Safety ...
From Front

School was phenomenal and
presented a particular safety
challenge.
According to Todd, $56,800
has been allocated to fund the
Safe Walk & Ride element of
the program in Murray. The
project will involve the construction of sidewalks along
Poplar. Broach, Main and 10th
streets as well as "traffic-calming" measures such as the instalFrom Front
lation of strobe lights, new
ed interest in these nehh posi- crosswalks and additional sigtions,- Grayson said.
nage. It will also include fundGrayson also noted that these ing for educating students and
IICV, Off ices are Mit related to the
the community regarding safety
seven Judicial positions that issues around the schools.
were created by House Bill 382,
"We have kids going to the
as enacted by the 2006 General hospital and kids going to the
Assembly. That bill created (Center for Health and Wellness
seven new circuit Judgeships near M('CH to he dropped off or
and Iv, district tudgeships and picked .up by parents) and we
has an ettectise date ot Jan. I. even had some going to the pub2007. ao iii is riled by gubernato- lic library," Mills said. "But we
rial yeto
needed to do everything we can
1 hose offices will appear on to ensure that area is safe for
2007 ballots
children that want to walk back
and forth."
Mills said the district may
also pay overtime to provide
The name of Prime Minister patrols by MPD officers around
'Forty Blair was listed as Prince the schools during critical times
Minister in the Datebook col- such as when students are entering or leaving the buildings in
umn on filly A
the mornings and afternoons.
%/swim /.,,,ker it fume,
.Murray City Administrator
ensute ass orate and Don Elias said city hall supportIan 'quitting. however mis- ed the district's application for
takes os,.asionall
It is the funds and helped as much as
'lie feaccr ts,11,v to I unix t
ottots to [quirt a ilea, mistake possible. He said he is looking
forward to seeing the sidewalks
ot C1101. pleam: ill 7S A-1910
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and safety improvements completed.
"It's for
ound schools
where we don't ye them and a
lot of it is also or the crosswalks." Elias sai
ing that
keeping the crosswalks visible
has been a problem."We can put
paint down at the crosswalks,
but it just doesn't last. So we'll
get some of that thermo-plastic
stuff to go with the paint on the
cross walks. It will look a whole
lot better and last a whole lot
longer."
Elias said this Morning that a
training meeting is scheduled in
Frankfort on July 26 concerning
the program and that he hopes
the construction could begin
soon afterward.
"1 don't know that it would
start before school begins, but
we hope to have it completed
during this construction season,"
he said."We should have it completed before the second semester begins."
The Safe Routes To School
program was established in
August 2(X)5 as part of federal
transportation legislation.
"These improvement Projects
benefit everyone because they
underscore the importance of
healthy lifestyles and will
reduce air pollution in and
around our schools," said
Transportation
Cabinet
Secretary. Bill Nighbert in a
news release.

The Safe Routes to School
program is designed to provide
operational
and
physical
improvements to the traffic
infrastructure surrounding the
schools by ftducing speeds and
potential conflicts between
pedestrians, bicycle riders and
motor vehicles while establishing safer and fully accessible
crossings,' walkways, and bicycle trails.
Funds will also be provided
for an education program
designed to teach children about
the range of transportation
choices available and instructing
them in bicycling and walking
safety skills as well as a driver
safety campaign. Also planned
is heightened law enforcement
efforts to ensure traffic laws are
obeyed in the vicinity of schools
including speed limits, laws
concerning pedestrian crossings,
and proper walking and bicycling behavior among students.
Community enforcement programs such as the school crossing guard is also a part of the
plan as well as "bike rodeos"
and other efforts to promote
bicycling. State officials also
intend to monitor and document
the outcome of the program
through the collection of data
both before and after implementation.
For more information about
the program, go online at
www.saferoutes.ky.gov.

•Jones ...
From Front
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Murray Police Department officers became involved as they
tried to intercept the vehicle as it
came toward downtown.
\ tier striking Cooper's cruiser. Jones crashed his 1940 blue
Pontiac into a retaining wall a
bit farther west on Maple. That's
when police officers found an 8year-old girl on the passenger
floorboard of Jones car, according to police reports. Officers
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then noticed Jones trying to hide
drugs and paraphernalia while
he was in custody.
Later in May. Jones pleaded
guilty to two counts of attempted murder of a police officer as
well as trafficking a controlled
substance I methamphetamine).
first-offense possession of drug
paraphernalia. tampering with
physical evidence, fleeing and
evading police, reckless driving.
first-degree wanton endangerment, third-degree burglary,
driving under the influence and
second-degree persistent felony
ifTender,
Jones was sentenced to 20
years in prison in exchange for
his guilty plea.

Silerliffire""
cellgs
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Vandalism was reported at Bethel Church Cemetery at 10:25
a.m. Tuesday. Tombstones were knocked over Monday night.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A brush fire was out of control at 3:37 p.m Tuesday on
Wadesboro Road
• A caller needed assistance extinguishing a brush fire at 6:47
a.m. Tuesday. CCFR responded.
• A fire on Olive Street was referred to Murray Police Department
at 3:48 p.m. Tuesday.
• Eighteen firefighters in four trucks responded to a house trailer
fire on Ky. 280 at 12:30 a.m. Thursday. The trailer, in which a
CCFR member lived, received minor smoke damage and minor
damage to the floor. The cause is still undetermined.
Murray State University Police Department
• A theft was reported in the parking lot near 15th, 16th and Olive
streets at 12:07 a.m. Saturday. A report was taken for theft by
unlawful taking less than $300.
• A fire was reported at the top of a telephone pole on Farmer
Avenue at 6:26 p.m. Sunday. The incident was referred to Murray
Police Department.
• A caller from College Courts reported a bicycle stolen at 12:04
a.m. Tuesday. A report was taken from theft by unlawful taking
less than $300
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

CourtDocket
Calloway Circuit Court
• Gene B. Haggard, 38, of Benton, waived indictment from the
grand jury and asked prosecution to continue for four charges
stemming from a March 5 incident, according to the waiver filed
June 1 by his attorney, Bryan Emstberger. They are four misdemeanors — disorderly conduct, possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and alcohol intoxication. He was
indicted in April on six other charges stemming from the same
incident: first-degree wanton endangerment, first-degree robbery,
third-degree assault, theft by unlawful taking more than $300,
second-degree burglary and second-degree criminal mischief.
He was arrested March 5 after MPD officers responded to an
attempted robbery at 1603 Campbell St. and then learned he and
Bruce James Lennox, 31, of Murray, had been involved in several acts of burglary, criminal mischief and assault at 1611 Wiswell
Road.
• Marlon Carrillo, 21, 1713 Chris Drive, was indicted Thursday on
three charges — third-degree assault of a police officer, alcohol
intoxication and resisting arrest. The felony assault charge stems
from an April 30 incident in which Carrillo is accused of biting
Murray Police Department officer Andy Cooper's right arm. He
also was throwing rocks at passing cars in front of Napa Auto
Parts on North 12th Street while intoxicated and then refused to
be handcuffed, according to his indictment. He is scheduled to be
arraigned in circuit court at 9 a.m. Aug. 14.
• Marco Mays, 28, of Humboldt, Tenn., was indicted Thursday for
kidnapping and first-degree robbery. While the incident actually
happened in Oct. 1, 2005, Mays wasn't arrested until May
because he was being held in Carroll County, Tenn., on unrelated charges. He is charged for making a woman drive from Fred's
Super Dollar Store parking lot to the Citgo station on South 12th
St., where he took her cash and replaced the money with a bag
of cocaine. Mays left the scene with two other people in a U-Haul
truck. Mays is scheduled to be arraigned in circuit court at 9 a.m.
Monday.
•Derek Stalls, 23,500 Cherry St., was indicted Thursday for theft
by unlawful taking more than $300, third-degree burglary and
receiving stolen properly less than $300. The charges stem from
a Feb. 13 incident in which Stalls is accused of taking a Pontiac
Grand Prix from Premier Motor Sales, unlawfully entering a
clean-up shop and taking a Tennessee license plate knowing it
had been stolen. Stalls is scheduled to be arraigned in circuit
court at 9 a.m. Aug. 14.
• John Williams Hopkins, 22, 310 N. Fourth St., was indicted for
five thefts in two indictments. He's charged with three counts of
third-degree burglary and one count each of first-degree burglary and theft by unlawful taking more than $300. He is scheduled
to be arraigned at 9 a.m. Monday. Specifically, he's accused of
taking a Murray Ledger & Times newspaper machine that was
valued at more than $300 on Jan. 26; stealing firearms, a DVD
player and a Dish Network security card from a residence on
March 1; and unlawfully entering a Calloway County High School
baseball team storage building, Westside Animal Clinic, and
Lakeside Storage on three different dates in February and March.
— Information is obtained from court records

DUI arrest, hospital visit
follow Saturday accident
Staff Report
A 19-year-old Calloway
County man was treated at the
hospital Saturday after a sheriff's deputy arrested him with a
DUI following a collision on
Ky. 299, where deer ran in front
of the vehicle.
Chad Craig. who lives on
Douglas Road, was traveling
south on Ky. 299 when several
deer ran into the road, according
to a report from the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
Craig lost control of his vehicle
when he tned to avoid the deer.
Deputy Rick Scarborough

Murray High Class of 1996
Murray High School Class of 1996
has planned a 10-year reunion
on August 18 & 19, 2006.

SINN.

Sunday, July 16th
2:00 p.m."Blasphemy Against The Holy Spirir
(lurks,lavnard, Rienzi Mississippi
2:45 p.m. The Unit of the Spirir
ums Cates, Olive Branch, Mississippi

said Craig's vehicle rolled several times before coming to a
stop in a field.
Craig refused medical attention at the scene. But after
Scarborough arrested Craig for
being under the influence of
alcohol and took him to jail.
Craig complained of pain in his
left arm. Scarborough took him
to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's emergency room.
where he was admitted as precautionary measure, according
to the sheriff's department
report.

Class members or parents of class
members are asked to call Chaz Villanova
at 1-615-536-6714 and give him
addresses to mail the plans to them.
Please respond before July 17th
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President Bush answers reporters questions during his meeting with Georgian President Mikhail Saakashvili in the Oval Office
of the White House Wednesday in Washington. President Bush said Wednesday the failure of North Korea's long-range missile test does not lessen the need to push the communist regime to give up its nuclear weapons program.
AP
TRAIN DERAILMENT: Workers examine the empty train
car that derailed around 4.30 a.m today outside a tunnel
leading to Pennsylvania Station. The derailment caused
delays up to 30 minutes and service cancelations at the
height of morning rush hour The cause of the derailment
was being investigated. LIRA spokesman Sam Zambuto
said.

U.S. dismisses North Korea threat
By ANNE GEARAN
morning television news shows ed a Security Council resolution
AP Diplomatic Writer
about North Korea's latest that would ban any country from
WASHINGTON (AP) - The threat, said, 'I think the North transferring funds, material and
Bush administration today dis- Koreans would like to pit the technology that could be used in
missed North Korea's threat to _United States against them- North Korea's missile and
test-fire more missiles and selves in a one-on-one battle of weapons of mass destruction
pressed for international efforts wills. We're not going to fall for programs.
to get the secretive communist that."
China, the North's closest
regime to "cease and desist"
Instead, Burns said, the U.S. ally, and Russia, which has been
such actions.
would work to muster interna- trying to re-establish Soviet-era
"We're certainly not going to tional pressure on North Korea ties with Pyongyang, favor a
overreact ... to these wild state- to "cease and desist" such weaker council statement with
ments out of Pyongyang and actions.
no threat of sanctions. Both
North
"We are much stronger, countries hold veto power on the
Korea,"
said
Undersecretary of State R. frankly, from a diplomatic council.
Nicholas Bums. "We've seen standpoint, and much better off
North Korea, which has proif we have a wide of countries claimed itself a nuclear weapons
them before."
. The North Korean Foreign working together and sending state, has said sanctions would
Ministry, in a statement carried the same message to the North amount to a declaration of war.
by the state-run Korean Central Koreans," Bums told CNN.
The Bush administration
News Agency, insisted that the
On Wednesday night, Bush declined
to
speculate
communist state had the right to spoke by phone to Japan and Wednesday on the motivation or
missile tests and argued the South Korea's leaders and objectives of a North Korean
weapons were needed for stressed the need for a unified regime it describes gingerly as
defense.
response in the United Nations "opaque."
On Tuesday, the country and elsewhere to the North's
Still, the United States
launched several missiles, missile tests, the White House assumes the launch was part of
including
a
long-range said in a statement. He also told Pyongyang's drive to accumuTaepodong-2 missile — the the leaders that he seeks a diplo- late both nuclear weapons and
object of intense international matic solution through the six- the means to deliver them
attention for more than a month party talks, which had sought to beyond the Korean Peninsula.
— that failed 42 seconds after deal with North Korea's nuclear
Defense Secretary Donald H.
liftoff, suggesting a catastrophic ambitions but were suspended Rumsfeld said Wednesday that
failure of the rocket's first, or last fall.
U.S. interest in the launch goes
Russia and China, which beyond its possible reach to the
booster, stage.
That heartened U.S. officials, have bargained alongside the American continent, because of
since an earlier version of the United States to end North alliances with South Korea and
missile _ last tested in 1998 _ Korea's nuclear program, said Japan.
failed later in its flight, appar- only diplomacy could halt the
"The fact that it failed is a
ently due to a third-stage mal- isolated regime's nuclear and fact, but it does not change the
function. A working version of rocket development programs.
nature of the launch," Rumsfeld
Japan, within range of proven said.
the intercontinental missile, with
a top range of 5,000 to 7,500 North Korean missiles, circulatBush said the failure does not
miles, could potentially reach
the United States with a light
Will you outlive
payload.
"One thing we have learned
your money?
is that the rocket didn't stay up
Don't let the high cost of health care win everything you
for very long," President Bush
iirked so hard to earn. Protect your family from the financial
burdens of long berm care. Learn how Long Term Care
said Wednesday. "It tumbled
Insurance from Woodmen can work for you.
into the sea."
Berry Newsome
Shelia Crowe
The South Korean press
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
reported that the North had three
Murray, KY 42071
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
270.7534377
or four short- or medium-range
cell 270-293-7197
cell 270-104-1175
missiles on launch pads ready
AWOODMEN
for firing.
Woodmen
the Niirld/Oonaha Woodmen Life Insurance Society
Bums, asked on a round of
iiiirne Office Ornah.i, Sebraiflui

diminish the need to push North
Korea to give up its weapons
program, and the administration
repeatedly called on the North to
return to stalled international
talks.
The talks produced a breakthrough
agreement
last
September that would give
North Korea economic rewards
in exchange for dismantling
existing weapons and swearing
off new ones. North Korea
walked away from the talks in
December after the United
States imposed sanctions it says
are unrelated to the nuclear deal.
Assistant Secretary of State
Christopher Hill, the lead U.S.
negotiator at the talks, said
Pyongyang may wait a few days
to issue any explanation for the
launch. That is what the regime
in 1998, when it stunned the
world by sending a missile over
northern Japan. The North had
abided by a voluntary test moratorium since then.
"Their motivation is hard to
fathom," Hill said in an 'interview.with The Associated Press.
"They may have thought this
would increase their bargaining
power, but it does not."
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GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
THURSDAY, JULY 27, 2006 AT 11:00 A.M.
AT 1215 PEGGY ANN DRIVE, MURRAY, KY
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY OF HOUSE AND LOT
1215 PEGGY ANN DRIVE, MURRAY, KY 42071

Rue,&alio, Jr.
2)eg/icalea'
This is a ranch style bock home with 1888 square feet of wing area located off US Highway 641 S. close to schools, churches
and shopping. It is comprised of a living room, kitchen, dining room, family room,four bedrooms and two baths This would be
an excellent buy for a family residence or an investor interested in rental properly or for resale after repairs
The minimum acceptable bid tor this property is S57.001 00.
Payment of the current years properly taxes is the responsibility of the purchaser

LEdArif6t'iL7***
ny at

0U

270-753-4576
312 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071

Notice is hereby given that on Thursday July 27. 2006. at 11 00 a m at 1215 Peggy Ann Drive. Murray. Kentudiy. in order to raise the sum
of 871.850 83 principal together with interest credit subsidy granted in the amount of 812,803 18, plus interest in the amount of $6.050 04 as
of February 8 2006 arid interest thereafter on the principal at 813 2796 horn February 8,2006. until the date of Judgment, plus interest on the
Judgment amount hinnapal plus interest to the dale of Judgment) at the rate of 485%. computed daily and compounded annually, until paid
ifl fiat and tor the costs of this action pursuant to Judgment and Order of Sale. being Civil Action No 5 05C V-200-13 on the Paducah Docket
of the United States District Court for Me Western Distod of Kentucky entered on April 12.2006. in the case of United States of America vs
Deborah L &amen the following descnbed propeny will be sold to the highest and best bidder
House and lot at 1215 Peggy Ann Drive, Calloway County Murray, KY Being all the same property conveyed by deed dated June 9 1999, and
recorded in Deed Book 319. at Page 231, Calloway County Clerk s Office
TERMS OF SALE Ten percent(10%1 Of the bid price On the tom of a Certified Check made payable to the US Marshal) on the day of the
sale with good and sufficient bond for the balance. bearing interest at the rate of 4 85% per annum until paid due and payable in forty-Os*(45)
days and sad bond having the effect of a Judgment Upon a default by the Purchaser the decoyt shall be forfeited and retained by the U.S
Marsha as a pan or the Proceeds of the sale and the property shall ages) be offered for sale subtect to confirmation by the Court
This WM end be In bar and foreclosure of all right. We. interest. estate claim, demand or equity of redemption of the defendant(s) and of at
perscnS dining by. through. under or against them, provided the purchase once is equal to two-thirds of the appraised value lithe purchase
price is not equal b hvo-theds of the appraised value the Deed shall contain in a hen in favor Of the defendant(s) reflecting the ngm of the
defendant(s) to redeem dunng the period provided by law (KRS 426 530) Under law the purchaser is deemed to be on notice of all matters
affecting the property of record in the local County Cleft's O.
lAry Ann Smith, Rural Dayatopment Manager
inquiries should be directed to:
Aural Dayskantent, Paducah. Kentucky
Teiephone: 270-554-7265 ext 101

Communify

Service

Murray Calloway County Hospital and the Murray Ledger and Times are proud to
present Burl Stalls, Jr. as this month's Hometown Hero. •
Budl Stalls, Jr. is truly a hometown hero. Bud is familiar to many in Murray because
of his close association with the local Lions Club. As secretary since 1986, he has been
a supporter of the club by heading up numerous fund raising projects including the
radio auction, the charity golf tournament, and the bulb and broom sale„all of which
raise funds to support Lions Eye Care projects locally and statewide. Bud's friends
from the Lions Club would say that 90 percent of the work is done by 10 percent of
the membership and Burl Stalls is a key part of that 10 percent. Bud regularly volunteers his time to other organizations like the Murray Calloway County Freedom Fest
Committee and various committees associated with First United Methodist Church.
Additionally, Bud l served on the American Lupus Society national Board of Directors
for 19 years and was a Board member of the Kentucky Special Olympics for six years.
"My grand dad and father taught me that everything you do in life is 75-80 percent
common sense and the remaining is some expertise that one has in a certain field of
interest," says Bud.
One theme that shines in Bud Stall's life is the need to give time and resources back
to the community in some way that can benefit others. We salute Bud for his years of
community service and encourage him to keep up the good work. We appreciate Bud
Stalls and his contribution to Murray and Calloway County and that is why he was chosen as this months HomeTown Hero!
..
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Republican voters
back Senate
•
i
bill

immigration
/Now that Felipe Calderon
constitutes ”sty," the
seems to have won and the
immigradirty word in
tion debate, 39
threat that was embodied by
t said
yes but 49 percent said no.
Chavista Andres Manuel
Lopez Obrador has been
The fact is that Republican voters are far ahead of
defeated, it is time for the
Republicans in the House to
their Neanderthal leaders on
the immigration debate. They
look
beyond
recognize that, as The New
York Times reported, threetheir own
quarters of illegal immigrants
noses and
deal generwork for major corporations
and have income taxes withously with
our neighheld from their - paychecks
like other American workers.
bor to the
What is more, this threesouth.
The
quarters contribute to Social
Mexican
Security even though they
Morris
people have have no prospect of ever
Advisory just reject- receiving benefits.
By Dick Morris ed a leftist
In truth, the Republican
Syndicated
anti-Amenleaders object to the earned
Columnist
can alterna- path to citizenship not out of
tive and
any justifiable sense of conembraced
cern for those who have not
tree-market capitalism in a
flouted the law to become
dramatic vote. It is one thing immigrants but because they
for middle-class Americans to do not want the current crop
do so. but for Mexicans.
of illegal immigrants to regmany of whom are impoverister and vote out of a selfished, to turn away from a'
fulfilling prophesy that they
candidate who promises a 20 will back the Democrats.
percent pay increase and free
But the results of the
gas and electricity and
2004 elections in the United
embrace a free-market alterStates and the 2006 elections
native is a testament to the
in Mexico both attest to the
sense, perspective, balance.
fundamental conservatism of
wisdom and maturity of the
the Latino voters.
Mexican electorate.
In the United States, it
Would that our own
was the swing in Hispanic
Political leaders had such
support to the Republicans
gifts.
that did much to enable
Respected Republican
Bush to achieve a three-point
pollster Lance Tarrance
margin in the popular vote.
reports that the House
Where Gore had carried
Republicans are misreading
Latinos by 30 points, Kerry's
their ow n base in their hardmargin was under JO.
ened and doctrinaire opposiAnd, in the most recent
tion to an earned-citizenship
Mexican elections, the leftist
program and in their efforts
demagogue, who played on
to besmirch this alternative
popular resentment against
hy calling it "amnesty."
American immigration poli-tarrance's poll. only of
cies, was only about to win
Republican voters, found that slightly more than one-third
the base embraced the idea
of the ultimate vote while
it an carried path to citizen the Harvard-educated technoShip. in which illegal immicrat. Calder-6n, was elected
erants could "earn legal staby a narrow plurality.
tus and etentual citi.renship
The future of the Repubor king, pay mg taxes,
lican Party in Amenca
learn ing Eng It sh and waiting
depends on its ability to
their turn behind people in
appeal to Hispanic voters. If
their home countries who are the newly enfranchised Latialicady ss aiting in line for
no immigrants side with their
isas The Republican samAtrican-Amencan brethren
ple bac ked this proposal X0and bloc-vote for the Demo7 pelt:e111
cratic Party, it will be a
death blow to the GOP as
the Repubhans [elected out of hand the Hispanics cast an ever larger
House passed option, in
share of the national vote.
1s filch "illegal immigrants
President Bush has rec.‘.uld earn legal status as a
ognized the importance of
I' tieign us orkei but would
outreach, even at the price
!lase no pos.011111) of tn,Ci
of increasing the Hispanic
ht't outing citi/ens.'' 25-70.
electorate. The House leaders
hi all. when the Senate
should follow the president
and House sermons 01 the
on this issue. More to the
mmigt anon legislation were
point. they should heed the
tair ly explained to S °ters
opinions of their base and
in some detail
reach out to legalize HispanRepubh„ins ha,ked the Senate veric illegal immigrants and set
sion' I 'hut 'rils broke
them on a path to earned
e%
t.t. the Mouse bill. 47citizenship
.0, Nsked it the Senate bill
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Officials, analysts say former regime
elements form the core of insurgents
By BASSEM MRQUE
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) The Iraqi government's list
of the 41 most wanted fugitives suggests that former
members of Saddam Hussein's regime form the backbone of the insurgency
despite attention paid to the
role of religious extremists
such as al-Qaida in Iraq.
The list, released last
weekend, includes at least
21 former regime figures,
among them Saddam's chief
lieutenant, his wife, eldest
daughter, two nephews and
a cousin — allegedly financiers of the insurgency.
Only five of the 41
names are clearly identified
as members of al-Qaida's
local branch.
That reinforces the
impression shared by a
number of analysts that exBaath party members and
former regime figures still
play a key role in the
insurgency.
"I believe that former
regime members form 40 to
50 percent of the insurgency." said Diaa Rashwan.
an Egyptian expert on militant groups. "Operations by
al-Qaida and the Mujahedeen Shura Council make
between five to 10 percent
only, a maximum of 10 percent."
Rashwan said there was
"no doubt" that veterans of

Saddam's intelligence and
security network form "an
important part of the Iraqi
resistance at the command
level."
U.S. officials have also
said that the percentage of
insurgents belonging to alQaida in Iraq was relatively
small, although the organization has drawn more attention because of its worldwide image and its tactic of
spectacular suicide attacks
against civilians.
Brig. Gen. Jalil
who leads Iraqi forces in
western Iraq. said the large
number of ex-regime figures
on the list may be due in
part to the fact that U.S.
and Iraqi officials have
more intelligence on them
thanion shadowy religious
extremists.
Some insurgents could be
part of both camps _ exRepublican Guard fighters
and Saddam militiamen who
gravitated to al-Qaida under
the leadership of Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi, who was
killed June 7 in a U.S.
airstrike.
Many former intelligence
and security officials are
believed to Kaye joined the
insurgency after former U.S.
administrator L. Paul Bremer
disbanded Iraq's 350.000member military on May
23. 2003, a month after the
regime collapsed.
"Saddamists arc the

largest group of insurgents
and they give protection and
shelter to other terrorists,"
deputy parliament speaker
Khalid al-Attiyah said.
"They finance them and
supply them with weapons.
They are the most dangerous."
First on the list was Izzat
Ibrahim al-Douri, Saddam's
top lieutenant. Saddam's
wife.- Sajida Khairallah Tulfah, was No. 17, just behind
his eldest daughter, Raghad.
Sajida is believed to be in
Qatar, while Raghad lives in
Jordan, where she was given
refuge by King Abdullah 11.
Iraqi officials have long
alleged that Saddam's relatives who fled the country
have been financing insurgent groups linked to the
former Baath party.
Al-Qaida in Iraq's new
leader, Abu Ayyub al-Masri,
also known as Abu Hamza
al-Muhajer: is No. 30.
Also among the most
wanted were four leaders of
Ansar al-Sunnah Army, part
of the Mujahedeen Shura
Council along with al-Qaida
in Iraq. Six other people
were listed as belonging to
unspecified "terrorist organizations" and another to the
Army of Muhammad.
Others on the list include
Syrian businessman Monzer
al-Kassar. who the government said was supplying
weapons to the insurgents,

and Lebanese activist Maan
Bashour, said to be sending
foreign fighters to Iraq.
Also included was Sheik
Abdullah al-Janabi, a former
leader of militants in FaIlujah until U.S. forces overran
the city in November 2004.
The list did not include
members of groups said to
have made contact with the
government after Prime Minister Noun al-Maliki offered
amnesty to insurgents who
renounce violence and join
the political process.
Those groups include the
1920 Revolution Brigades,
Abtal al-Iraq (Heroes of
Iraq), the 9th of April •
Group, al-Fateh Brigades, alMukhtar Brigades, Salahuddin Brigades, Mujahedeen
Army and the Brigades of
the General Command of
the Armed Forces.
"Saddamists and Baathists
are responsible for acts of
terrorism hitting the country," said Abdul-Aziz alHakim. one of Iraq's top
Shiite politicians. "They are
the main problem. They are
using the method of killing
to achieve their goals. Some
want to bring back the
unjust rule that controlled
Iraq. On top of those are
the criminal Baathists."
Associated Press reporter
Qassim Abdul-Zahra contributed to this report from
Baghdad.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Tina StigaN
Mo. Irina Sugall, 53, Lovelaceville, formerly of Paducah, died
Monday, July 3, 2006, at 5:27 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
where she had been employed for 20 years.
Preceding her in death were one son, Charles Michael Hill; her
father, Charles Stigall; and one great nephew. She was a native of
Carlisle County.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Micah Thompson and husband, Russ, Cunningham; one son, Jeremy Lee, Paducah; her mother, Mrs. Agatha Gill Stigall, Carlisle County; one sister, Mrs. Bonita
Jennings and husband, Charlie. Murray; one brother, Kenny Stigall
and wife, Nancy, Paducah; two grandchildren, Truston Thompson
And Kendall Thompson, both of Cunningham; one niece; three
nephews; four great-nieces and great-nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Milner & On
Funeral Home,Paducah. Rev. Terry Norris will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Mayfield Creek Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral from 5:30 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday) and after 1 p.m. Friday.
Tributes may be left online at www.milnerandoncom.
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The funeral for James Victor (Vic) Mitchell will be today
(Thursday) at 2 p.m. in the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner-Orr Funeral
Home. Revs. Mike Williams and Jeff Wallace will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lone
Oak First Baptist Church, 3601 Lone Oak Road,
Paducah, Ky., 42003.
Mr. Mitchell, 87, Lone Oak, formerly of Murray,
died Monday, July 3, 2006, at 8:30 p.m. at his home.
A Navy veteran of World War II, he was a member of Lone Oak
First Baptist Church where he had served as a deacon for 30 years.
He was a member of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons and had been a member for 18 years of the Western Baptist
Hospital Auxiliary, Paducah.
Preceding him in death were one son, Tun Mitchell, four sisters
and one brother. A native of Greensburg, he was the son of the late
Charles Mitchell and Bessie Rodgers Mitchell.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lucille Slinker Mitchell, to
whom he had been married for 63 years; three sons, Jim Mitchell
and Todd Mitchell, both of Lone Oak, and James A. Mitchell,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Clementine Longacre,
Louisville; three brothers, Albert Mitchell, Mt. Juliet, Tenn., Arthur
Mitchell, Portsmouth, Va., and Willard Mitchell, Greensburg; nine
grandchildren; six great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

Ms. Arlene Seaford
A celebration of the life of Ms. Arlene Seaford will be Saturday
from 6 to 9 p.m. at 125 Wabash Ave., Lexington. Friends and family are invited.
'
W.R..Milward Mortuary-Broadway, Lexington, is in charge of
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of the
Bluegrass, 2312 Alexandria Drive, Lexington, Ky., 40504.
Ms. Seaford, 82, formerly of Murray, died Sunday, July 2, 2006,
at Hospice Care Center, Lexington.
She was associated with Murray State University for more than
25 years, including Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia fraternity, as well as the
departments of education and music. A graduate of Murray State
University, she had received her master's degree in social work at
the University of Kentucky.
Born Feb. 11, 1924, in Water Valley, she was the daughter of the
late Arlie Cooley Yates and Elsie Sanders Yates Cloys. Also preceding her in death were two sisters, Mildred Ruth Yates and Sonya
Huie, and her stepfather, Harley H. Cloys.
Survivors include one son, David Lee Seaford, and two daughters, Lu Ann Johnson and Lisa Schorr and husband, Greg, all of
Lexington; one sister, Mrs. Frances Patterson, Murray; brother-inlaw, Charles P. Huie, Farmington; three grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren; several nieces, nephews and cousins, including a special cousin, Maudie Sanders Latham, Eminence.
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Enron founder, convicted
felon Kenneth Lay dies at 64
HOUSTON (AP) - Just last
week, Enron Corp. founder and
convicted felon Kenneth Lay
told his pastor he was at peace
with his future, even if it included prison.
Lay maintained that he was
innocent of fraud and conspiracy in Enron's searing scandal
that left thousands jobless and
wiped out billions from
investors.
The former corporate celebrity who ascended from nearpoverty as a minister's son in
Missouri to the pinnacle of
America's business elite died
Wednesday of what a county
coroner said was heart disease
while Vacationing in Aspen,
Colo. He was 64.
"I know he looked to be in
good health. He looked like
things were going well for him.
He was in church last Sunday,"
said his pastor, Steve Wende of
United
Houston's
First
Methodist Church.
Lay faced spending the rest
of his life in prison after his convictions May 25 that ended a
blockbuster trial stemming from
one of the biggest business
debacles in U.S. history.
Wende said Lay told him last
week that he was at peace with
what he may face, and he bore
no ill will toward jurors who
convicted him.
,"What he did feel like was
that he had a future. He even
brought up the subject of prison
and said if he did go to prison,
he felt like God could use him
there," Wende said.
Scott Thompson, chief
deputy coroner in Pitkin County,
Colo., said Lay died of natural
causes. Dr. Robert Kurtzman,
Mesa County coroner in Grand
Junction, Colo., said an autopsy
showed Lay died of heart disease. He said there was evidence
that Lay had also suffered a previous heart attack.
Lay was considered a visionary who had President Bush's
ear during Enron's halcyon days,
but his reputation and monumental wealth shattered with
that of his company. He spent
his last years optimistically
insisting he was no criminal,
even after he became a felon.
"I guess when you're facing
the rest of your life in jail and in
your heart you know you're an
innocent man, I guess it's too
much to bear," said close friend
Willie Alexander of Lay's sud-

reached No. 7 on the Fortune
500 in 2000 and claimed $101
billion in annual revenues. He
traveled in the highest business
and political circles, lived an
extravagant lifestyle and gave
generously _ as much as $6.1
million in 2001.
His status in Houston evaporated when Enron spiraled into
bankruptcy
protection
in
December 2001. The crash
obliterated Enron's more than
$60 billion in market value and
thousands of jobs, and Lay was
pushed out as chairman and
CEO in January 2002.
The government launched a
widespread fraud investigation
that enveloped Enron's finance,
trading, broadband and retail
energy units. The probe amassed
16 guilty pleas from ex-executives, eight of whom testified
against Skilling and Lay.
Lay and Skilling insisted no
fraud occurred at Enron except
AP
from a few employees who
Enron founder Kenneth Lay, center, is backed by members of
skimmed money behind their
his defense team George Secrest, left, and Chip Lewis outbacks, but jurors were unconside the federal courthouse in week ten of his fraud and con- vinced.
spiracy trial Tuesday in a Houston file photo. Lay, who was
"I loved Enron very much.
convicted of helping perpetuate one of the most sprawling, And I loved Enron's employees
business frauds in U.S. history, has died of a heart attack in very much: I spent half my professional life running Enron. I
Colorado. He was 64.
think we built a great company.
den death.
and smiling, holding hands with We changed energy markets
Lay had stayed out of the his wife, Linda,outside of court. • around the world," Lay testified
public eye since he and former
But The Denver Post report- during the trial.
Enron CEO Jeffrey Skilling ed Thursday a fellow diner said
Prosecutors in Lay's trial
were convicted May 25 of fraud Lay looked run down while eat- declined comment Wednesday,
and conspiracy for lying to ing dinner at a restaurant both on his death and what may
employees and investors about Monday.
become of their effort to seek
Enron's financial health. Lay
"I said to my husband ... 'He $43.5 million they say Lay colwas convicted of six counts of looks terrible," said Jennifer lected as part of the conspiracy.
fraud and conspiracy, while Alter of Basalt, who ate at an The government is seeking
Skilling was convicted of 19 of adjacent table at the Bella Mia $139.3 million from Skilling.
28 counts of fraud, conspiracy, Restaurant in El Jebel, west of
The Pitkin- County Sheriff's
insider trading and lying to audi- Aspen. "I actually felt really sad. Department said officers were
tors.
I just felt sorry for him."
called to Lay's house in Old
Lay also was convicted of
Lay led Enron's transforma- Snowmass, Colo., shortly after 1
bank fraud and lying to banks in tion from a staid natural gas a.m. MDT(3 a.m. EDT). He was
a separate, non-jury trial related pipeline company formed by a taken to Aspen Valley Hospital,
to his personal banking.
1985 merger to an energy and where he died at 3:11 a.m.(5:11
Lay was scheduled to be sen- trading conglomerate that a.m. EDT).
tenced Oct. 23, along with
Skilling, who also faces a long
prison term. Lay's death will'not
affect the government's case
against Skilling, who will appeal
his convictions.
Skilling's lawyer, Daniel
Petrocelli, described the exCEO as "devastated."
"Jeff and Ken worked closely
over the years, and Jeff will miss
him dearly," Petrocelli said.
Lay displayed no signs of ill
health throughout the grueling
Pride LA Gnaws
four-month trial that started Jan.
Comfort and style complement one another perfectly in Pride's
30. He was consistently upbeat
Gentle Line Lift Chairs. With an array of plush fabrics to fit any
decor and a superior design that provides exceptional strength,
KEEP COOL WITH A
GE HI-EFFICIENCY
Gentle Line chairs deliver style and durability that will last for

Gentle Line

ROOM AIR CONDITIONER!
• 6,000 to 24,000 BTU
• All New Models Equipped
• with the Energy Saver
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In this image made from NASA TV, the international space
station is visible from a camera mounted in the space shuttle
Discovery's docking port before the pair dock today.

H All Brom),

212 East Main St • 753-1586

HOME
INSURANCE

years to come. Pius, Pride's Gentle Line offers numerous standard features, superb comfort, and quiet and smooth performance, all at a great value.

The Ultimate in Comfort & Style!

STONE'S DRUGS
HOMECARE MEDICAL
SUPPLY
414 SOUTH NINTH ST • MAYFIELD • 247-3232
247-4189 • 1-800-745-0732• FAX (270) 2474286
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Space Shuttle Discovery
does backflip for safety
Wednesday
by
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. inspection
(AP)- Discovery did a back flip Discovery's crew using cameras
this morning so the internation- attached to a 50-foot boom
al space station's crew could revealed no major damage from
photograph its belly for any the launch.
"Great to see you out the winsigns of damage.
It was only the second time a dow," Williams radioed to
space shuttle has performed the Discovery after the shuttle fired
unusual maneuver before dock- maneuvering jets and made its
final approach to the space staing with the orbiting complex.
Steve Lindsey, Discovery:s tion several miles away.
Lindsey responded: "Good to
commander, manually steered
the shuttle's nose up and slowly see you, Jeff. We're proceeding
flipped the spacecraft over when -along normally. You guys look
Discovery was 600 feet under great."
The pitch maneuver was perthe space station. The 360-feetdegree flip started about an hour formed for the first time during
before the shuttle was set to Discovery's flight last year, the
dock with the space station, only other shuttle mission since
traveling at a speed of 17,500 the 2003 Columbia disaster.
Columbia had been damaged
miles per hour, about 210 miles
by a chunk of hard insulating
over Spain.
Space station crew members foam that fell from its external
Pavel Vinogradov and Jeff fuel tank during lift off. All
Williams planned to transmit the seven astronauts died when fiery
digital images back to Houston gases entered a breach in the
where mission managers and wing during re-entry.
engineers Would study them. An
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WritersPotpourri
Writer's Potpourri will meet
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Calloway county Public Library.
This is open to all interested writers.
Charlie York, Director, has
released some of the poems
written by participants as follows:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

19 Charlie York
This with the
City of Mweay, Ky.

Bro. Roy Yoakem was the
Communication
speaker at the meeting of New
By Margaret R. Elkins
Beginnings held
Saturday
I met a friend today
evening at the Westside BapIn a wondrous kind of way. tist Church.
I boarded the bus
He sang and spoke about new
As I always do.
beginnings, not only in his
The bus rumbled down the own life, but also in the lives
street.
of people coining out of incarI gazed out shaded window ceration as thy experience life
panes,
for and with Jesus Christ.
Felt the sun's gentle heat
He told how the power of
As the bus went from lane Christ can remove bad and
to lane.
wrong in one's life and replace
Soft hands slipped into mine. it with good.
Fingers tugged on my sleeve.
Yoakem gave the challenge
Interlocked and intertwined to all in attendance "to examIn a game of make-believe. ine their own lives to see if
A passenger revealed the they are shaping the kind of
girl's name.
legacy they want to leave for
Bro. Roy Yoakem
I knew without hesitation
people to remember them by
That this was no mere game. when their time on the earth as the desire to go back to
This was communication.
is over"..
that enslavement.
The pop of bubble wrap
As is the belief ,of this
The next meeting of New
Caused much laughter.
faith-based group, Yoakem Beginnings is scheduled for July
From that day forward.
emphasized the fact that with 15. For more information, call
We were friends forever the right kind of help, addic- Ron and Linda Wright at 753after.
,tions can be conquered as well 0156.

My Shaer and Brother
By Stephanie Cunningham
When we were little we
were closer
As we got older, each of
us made a life of our own.
We don't keep in touch
much, because
of where our lives have
taken us;
My brother is like no other,
he reminds
me of my mother, when
leaves me
a message on the answering machine.
My sister is also like no
other,
for you see my nephew is
her son,
and she is his mother.
They like no other,
Poker, Dear?
They are my sister and broth- By Lenda Easley
er
We are Gemini. twins.
Whom do you think will
Talking to Myself
win'?
By Wilma J. Sanders
Is this a game'?
The other day I was talkI hope not.
ing
But I'll play it.
Out loud and to myself
Put your cards on the table
When I couldn't reach a bowl
If you're able.
Real high upon a shelf
We're a game of Poker.
Then I dragged the ladder
Are you the joker'?
out
Or will you toss me aside?
But had a time with it
Look out!
Kept talking to myself
This may he a humpy ride.
.Almost, had a fit
I could be a royal flush.
Complaining of the shell s()
Or packed with aces.
!ugh
Who will wear a smile
And the fact that I'm so
On their faces?
slit,rt
You or me?
'Nought how silly I soundThis is only a game.
ed
So whose pride will be broShut up with snort
ken'"
Or will you and I
hen continued the conversalli
Ask for more tokens."
was haying with myself
Poker is a game.
As I reached the offending
Will this he our last chance'?
bowl
, DJ_.0I we botk.w n
Mere high upon the shell
And celebrate with o-dance?
Say mg "( ahn down you silly
You could tall and break
The Wooing Hills
hip
By Charlie York
All because you got upset
heiir the wooing hills
Calling me as a child.
Ind gas e !onn'ell some lip
When with nature
Many Things to Many
I was young and wild.
People
-Die hills taught me
By Danyelle Clark
With los ing voice clear
most. sour Kenn .111t1 I )Ch This gentle wooing
his'
Is MUSIC to my ear.
I ht. lads al Use et
The cotton lields
Vs h“ is s' sli i I Ole 15.'t,
Hands calloused by the hoe.
I ilk 111.111 M. II,' hilkc so rruktt
In retrospect were. blessings
knows %Allen to
Ile nc
I was privileged to know
hush
Behind a mule pulling
and lin..111
A hull tongue plow.
\ MAI
in 1.555s
1 remember though
Io Raelv and ()Isla
Lire is so different now;
lout Nana and Pa
This hallowed land
I“ 111e. Allit,C1 Is alld lire
Ileas'en let me know
.11111e
1-rom which my roots
‘01,1 ssiIl 1 kek .1% • IUSI
Still assuredly grow.
Ni0111 .111ti Dad
Where poverty
And I kniiss this Ilia,.
Only made lov e strong
\IAA' ‘011 ,Is
These blessed hills are
hope s iii
Still wiioing me with song
D011 I !Multi •11.1111It'
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Yoakem speaker for New
Beginnings Saturday night

Winkler is
math
winner
Ainy Winkler has been
named as .1 national award
winner in mathematics by the
nited States Achievenient
XL adem
Winkler. a student at Calloway County High School, was
nominated for the award by
her teacher. ‘'anda Elliott
Ifer biography will appear
in the academy yearbook
Winkler is the daughter of
Scott and Angela Winkler of
Murray
/ler grandparents are Junld
and Phyllis Eh sit Madisonville
and Bob and Susan Winkler
or Vincennes, Ind

Chamber of Commerce
accepting nominations
for board members
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce is
currently accepting nominations
for board Members for threeyear terms. The deadline for
submitting nominations is by
end of business day July 14.
Persons making the nomination or being nominated must
he a member in good standing of the Chamber of Commerce. Chamber members are
allowed to nominate themselves
for board membership.
Call the Commerce Centre

at 753-5171 to make a nomination or have the nomination
form faxed or emailed.
The names of all nominees
will be placed on a ballot to
be distributed and voted on by
the Chamber's 750 members.
Five top vote getter? will be
the winners of the board member election and will be
announced at the Chamber's
annual dinner on August 3.
For additional information,
contact Tab Brockman or Lisa
Satterwhite at the Chamber.

LBL's Turkey Bay
OHV Area to offer
ATV safety lessons
GOLDEN POND. Ky. -- place on July 15 and August
The All-Terram Vehicle iATVi 19 at 8 a.m.
training offered at .Futkey Bay
Each course will last approxOff-Highway Vehicle 1011V I imately. tour hours. Attendees
Area in Land Between The of the ATV courses do not
Lakes I LI31..) finis ides .Nry rid- base to be pre-registered in
ers an opportunity to leani sale order to attend. In the event
riding skills.
of inclement weather, training
Protessionals trom the ATV may be cancelled: therefore,
Safety Institute return this year we recommend participants
to host several -S FS' safety "Call Betore You Haul-. Uptraining courses at I.B1. dur- to-date information is available
ing 200(1. "We'sc had an by calling 270-924-2000 or visexcellent turnout tor previous iting
our
website
at
tramings." stated Bill Ryan. www.lbLorg, then click on "'Trip
Manager at Turkey Bay. "We Planning- and "Trails Update."
appreciate our user's increased
. To check eligibility. pre-reginterest in .A.FA' salt:1y aware- ister, or if you have any addiness. Some topics to he cos - tional questions please feel free
ered include riding over obsta- to call Connie Hathom at 27°cles, uphill and downhill rid- 753-1902 or visit wwwatvsafeing. turns, and riding posture." ty.org.
added Ryan
Land Between The Lakes
All ATV riders or members is managed by the USDA Forof their household who are the est Service, in partnership with
original owners of their ATV "Friends of
to provide
are invited to attend the train- public lands outdoor recreation
ing courses. If you would and environmental education.
like to participate in the train- We encourage visitors to review
ing. but do not have an ATV' our website at www.lbl.org each
on-sue, one may, be available season, and throughout the seaupon request by contacting Con- son. for our Calendar of Events
nie Hathorn at the numbers and updates on programs and
listed below.
policies.
The next two courses take

Sullivan's releases results of
men and women golf play
Sr. ortng results of gull play
at

SUilRaft's Par 3 Golt COUrSC

Sports Center
has been
announced
In the Ladies 4-Ball Scramble the first place team of
Priscilla Holt. Joanne Honeranger and Louise Parker had
a score of 52
Holt had a chip-in on hole
No 9
The second place team of
Stanley Edwards. Loretta Nash.
Ila I',her and Gavle Weaver
had a score ol c
&

In the Senior's Couple 4'
Ball scramble, the team of Jerrell and Jamie Mullins and
Jerry and Gayle Weaver placed
first with a score of 49. J.
Weaver had a chip-in on hole
No. I I.
The second place team of
Bobbie and Freda Elkins and
Joanne Honefanger and Bob
Singleton- had score of 55. F.
Elkins had a chip-in on hole.%
No. 16 and Singleton on hole
No. 2.

Accepting New Patients

mit

s.hoittiftylua
Ear, Nose & Throat
Lhi

•

Philip klapper. M.D.
tieanng
- Mo Referrals Requir,-.t -

Cal lar appakinest(270)769-4811'
300 South 8th Street - Suite 304E - Murray, KY 42071

Murray High School Class of 1996 wW
have its 10-year reunion on Aug. IS and
19.
Events include a golf tournament at Miller
Memorial Golf Course on Aug. 18 with
tee time at 10 a.m. Also the reunion committee has reserved a room at Big Apple
Cafe on Aug. 18 at 8 p.m. with each one
on your own for food and drinks.
On Aug. 19 a family picnic will be held
lo's
at 1 p.m. at Chestnut Park, Murray, with
Datebook lunch to be provided by the class. A reunion
By Jo Burkeen dinner will be at 8 p.m. on Aug. 19 at
Kenlake State Resort Park Hotel with
Community
charge of $35 per person with reservations
Editor
made before July 17 and after that at $40
per person.
For more information contact Chaz Villanova at 1-615556-6714.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, Ky. Hwy. 121 North at Stella. Featured
groups will be the New Harmony Singers and Kayton Roberts
on the steel guitar and his wife, Iva Lee Roberts, on piano.
The public is invited and there is no charge. Items for Need
Line will be taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. • Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more
information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Jason BillingtOn
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MHS Class of 2009 plans event
Murray High School Class of 2009 will have a car wash
on Saturday from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Captain D's,

Phebian Class plans brunch
Phebian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will
have a brunch on Saturday at 9 a.m. at the Garden Gate with
the groups of Charlotte Parker and Martha Pitman in charge.
Members are requested to bring items (not wrapped) for a
shower for Genesis House in Graves County.

Jeffrey Cemetery plans homecoming
Richard Burkeen will speak at 11:30 a.m. on Sunday at the
annual hometoming on Sunday. A basket lunch will follow.
Persons unable to attend may send their donations for the
maintenance of the cemetery to Marilyn McKinney, 1240
Howard Rd., Farrnington, KY 42040; Sue Trimble, 629 Irvin
Cobb Rd., Murray, KY 42071; or Patsy Stallons. 92 Jeffrey
Cemetery Ln., Dexter, KY 42036.

Minister to celebrate 100th birthday
Rev. Walter Mischke Sr., former minister of First United
Methodist Church, Murray. from 1959-1963 will celebrate his
100th birthday on Sunday. July 29. His son, Dr. Walter Mischke Jr.. invites his friends to send a birthday card to Rev.
Walter Mischke Sr.. Jackson Meadow. Apt. 316, 25 Max Lane
Dr., Jackson, TN 38305.

MCC Soccer Board will meet
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will meet today
at 6 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The last revision of the by-laws will be discussed
before the voting takes place at the August board meeting. For
more information call Sally Bouley at 293-6244.

Clothes Closet open
Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Church is open every Thursday and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 227-5982.

Almo class of 1956 plans reunion
Almo High School graduating class of 1956 will have its
50-year reunion on Friday. July 14, at 5 p.m. in the Ohio
room of Murray State University Curtis Center. The dinner
will be served at 6:30 p.m. For more information call 2274661 or 436-2148.

Temple Hill Lodge cancels meeting
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons has
canceled its July meeting. The next meeting will be Tuesday.
Aug. I. at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on KY. Hwy. 464, east of
Almo. according to William Dixon. master.

Park pool lists opening hours
The Murray-Calloway County Central Park's regular hours
are noon to 7 p.m.. Monday through Saturday. and 1 to 6 p.m.
on Sunday, according to Mike Sykes. aquatics director. Pool
passes and lifeguard applieations are available at the park's
office on Payne Street or call 762-0325. For information concerning the swimming pool call Sykes at 762-0324.

Kirksey Class of 1956 plans reunion
Kirksey High School Class of 1956 will have its 50-year
reunion on Friday. July 7, at 6:30 p.m at the Murray State
University Curris Center. All graduates or anyone who was
part of the class at any time are invited. For more information call Patsy Hopkins Thomasson at 759-5494.

Cuba High School class plans reunion

Cuba High School Class of 1976 will hold its 30-year
reunion on July 8 from 6 to 10 p.m. at the Big Apple Cafe
in Murray. Any former teachers or class members and their
guests are invited to attend.
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MHS Class of 1996 plans
10-year reunion Aug. 18 and 19
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By LYNN ELBER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) Suspense drama '24" and
'Grey's Anatomy,' the hit medical drama that focuses as much
on its interns' love lives as medicine, were among the top nominees announced today for the
Emmy Awards.
The leading nominee, with
16 bids, was the miniseries *Into
the West."
In a major reversal from last
year's awards, neither 'Lost" or
"Desperate
Housewives"
received best-series nominations. Both won last year.
A number of acting bids went
to stars of shows that have left
the air, including Frances
Conroy and Peter Krause of "Six
Feet Under," Geena Davis of
"Commander in Chief" and
Martin Sheen, Allison Janney
and Alan Alda of "The West
Wing."
"24" led all series with 12
nominations, followed
by
"Grey's Anatomy" with 11. Both
received best drama series bids
and were joined in the category
by "House," "The Sopranos"
and "The West Wing.'
For "24," Kiefer Sutherland
received a best-actor bid.
Among the 'Grey's Anatomy"
stars recognized were Golden
Globe winner Sandra Oh and
Chandra Wilson, with supporting-actress nominations. The

show was shut out of the best- another past Emmy winner,
actress and actor categories.
Brad Garrett("Everybody Loves
comedy -series nominees Raymond") announced nominawere 'Arrested Development,' tions in the top categories in a
'Cud) Your Enthusiasm,' The brief
televised
ceremony
Office,' Scrubs' and "Two and Thursday at the Academy of
a Half Men."
Television Arts & Sciences'
The stars of 'Desperate Leonard H. Goldenson Theatre.
Housewives,' which lost its sta'Honey, I got nominated. It's
tus as critical darling in its soph- hilarious, it's unbelievable,'
omore season although it held its Louis-Dreyfus told her husband
ratings, were missing this year over the phone. 'My skin feels
from the lead acting category. like it's buzzing," she told The
The stars of *Lost" met the same Associated Press. "Or maybe
fate.
that's from all the coffee I've
Besides Sutherland, other been drinking since 1 am.'
best-actor nominations for a
Showing the flag for
drama went to Peter Krause of 'Desperate Housewives' was
"Six Feet Under," Denis Leary series
newcomer
Alfre
of "Rescue Me,' Christopher Woodard, who received a bid as
Meloni of "Law & Order: best supporting actress in a comSpecial Victims Unit" and edy. Joining her were Cheryl
Martin Sheen of "The West Hines
of
"Curb
Your
Wing.'
Enthusiasm," Jaime Pressly of
Joining Conroy, Davis and '
My Name Is Earl,' Elizabeth
Janney in the best drama series Perkins of "Weeds" and Megan
actress category were Mariska Mullally of "Will & Grace."
Hargitay of 'Law & Order:
Actors nominated in the supSpecial Victims Unit' and Kyra porting category in comedy'
Sedgwick of "The Closer."
were Will Arnett of "Arrested
The nominees for best actress Development," Jeremy Piven of
in a comedy series were '
Entourage,' Bryan Cranston of
Stockard Channing of "Out of "Malcolm in the Middle," Jon
Practice," Jane Kaczmarek of Cryer of "Two and a Half Men"
"Malcolm in the Middle," Lisa and Sean Hayes of "Will &
Kudrow of "The Comeback," Grace."
Debra Messing for, "Will &
Top nominees in the movie
Grace" and Julia Louis-Dreyfus and miniseries field, besides
for:The New Adventures of Old "Into the West," included
"Elizabeth I," "Mrs. Harris" and
Christine."
Louis-Dreyfus, along with "Bleak House."

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Friday, July 7, 24106:
You have what it takes to make
a difference and to allow greater
opportunities to enter your life.
Use your unusual creativity to
develop a better way of thinking. Others might think that you
are way out in your judgments,
and perhaps you are.'Mink positively about the new ground
you want to break. Travel and
education could change the
quality of your daily life. If you
are single, you will meet someone in the very near future. If
you are attached, you break new
territory or do something very
different as a couple. SAGITTARIUS works well with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult

AP
In this undated file photo,
originally released by Fox TV,
actor
Kiefer
Sutherland
appears in the hit series "24,"
which was among the top
nominees anounced today
for the 58th Annual Primetime
Emmy Awards.

Ashley Judd tells magazine she was treated for depression
NEW YORK (AP) - Ashley
Judd says she spent 47 days in a
Texas treatment facility
for depression
and other emotional
problems, in an
interview in
Glamour magazine.
'I needed
Judd
help,' the 38year-old actress who grew up in
Kentucky tells the magazine in
its August issue. "I was in so
much pain."
Judd, the daughter of country
music star Naomi Judd, says she
entered the Shades of Hope
Treatment Center in Buffalo

day

Gap in February for "codepen- they said,'No one ever does an
dence in my relationships; intervention on people like you.
depression, blaming, raging, You look too good; you're too
numbing, denying and minimiz- smart and together. But you (and
ing my feelings."
Wynonna) come from the same
'But because my addictions family — so you come from the
were behavioral, not chemical, I same wound.' No one had ever
wouldn't have known to seek validated my pain before. It was
treatment. At Shades of Hope, so profound," she says.
my behaviors were treated like
Judd says her childhood was
addictions. And those behaviors a time of "complete and total
were killing me spiritually, the chaos.' She attended 13 schools
same as someone who is sitting in 12 years and lived alternately
on a corner with a bottle in a with her mother, grandmother
brown paper bag.'
and father.
Judd says she was visiting
As a result, Judd says, she
her sister, singer Wynonna Judd, became "a hypervigilant child,"
who was being treated for food striving to be perfect.
addictions.
"A wonderful pastor once
"When (the counselors) told me, 'Perfectionism is the
approached me about treatment, highest order of self-abuse," she

tells the magazine."So now I try
to remind myself that if I engage
in perfectionism, I am abusing
myself. Period."
Judd says her relationships,
including her marriage to racecar driver Dario Franchitti, have
improved.
"It's so simple really: I was
unhappy and now Tm happy,"
she says. "Now, even when I'm
having a rough day, it's better
than my best day before treatment."
Judd starred in 2002's "Frida"
and 2004's "De-Lovely." Her
upcoming films include "Bug,"
directed by William Friedkin
and co-starring Harry Connick
Jr.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Take an overview. Don't
settle, knowing full well what you
need to do. Think positively; act
positively. Others find your mood
contagious. Your ability to impact
others comes from seeing the
whole picture. Tonight: Read
between the lines.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Think positively about a
partnership. Brainstorm with others. You will find a family member resourceful and creative.
Work as a duo. Honor what you
want. Tonight: Togethemess is
the theme.
GEMINI(May 21-Junto 20)
**** Others give you a lot of
feedback. Think positively about
what you need to do. Give others more of what they want. This
laissez-faire attitude will take
you far. Brainstorm with those
around you. Tonight: Chat with
friends.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Easy does it. You
might want to rethink a question
or get to the bottom of a problem. Discuss spending or do
independent research. Yes, you
get to play Ralph Nader for a
day! Tonight Easy does it.
LEO (July 23-Aug,22)
***** Loosen up and share
more of your wild and woolly
ideas. Let go and relax with
those around you. You might
want to start your weekend early.
Allow others to see the happy

facumiles Bear
you. Tonight: Kick up your hauls.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
*** You might want to head
home and relax a little more than
usual. Someone in the Sernity
has many Ideas. Some of you
might be taking on a redecorating protect or two. Your inner
voice might be rnaking suggestions you *oiled prefer not to follow. Tonight: A vintage few days
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** You know the right
words to get the results you
desire. Be smart and don't back
off. You might be surprised at
how successful you can be if you
make that extra effort Relax with
the many people around you.
Tonight. Chat in the weekend
with your pals.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** Accept the limelight and
understand what is possible if
you relax. You might want to
invest some money in your public image and style. Think
through a decision more carefully. You might change your pnonties if you do. Tonight: Out late.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Examine what you feel
is necessary to make your life
more copasetic and easygoing.
Some of your ideas might be
wild and entail travel, more education or even a different career
path. Why not? Tonight: You
have one life to live.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Get to the bottom of a
problem. Work with others more
directly. Usten to a partner who
often gives you tons of moneymaking ideas. However, this person's great ideas might involve
more of your money than his!
You can say no. Tonight: Relax.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Friends have strong
ideas and push hard to "help'
you see a situation as they do.
All might be OK as long as you
don't get too vested in a certain
end result or get too financially
involved. You might want to say
yes, but you could turn hostile if
you don't like what happens.
Tonight: Find your pals.
PISCES(Feb. 194Aarch 20)
***** If you are on top of
your game, you could be surprised by your moves and the
end results. Working with the situation might be more important
than following a predetermined
path. Loosen up and head down
the right path. Tonight: A must
appearance.
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30 DAY RETURN PROGRAM**
NMI

Peace of Mind & Savings up to
tbsehaeser

$8,367-w OFF OF MSRP

•sasidds based go stock 006230 2006 Dodge 35(0 EASRP $47.545 minus $6.367(Employee Discount) minus $1,500 (Manufacturers Rebate) minus $500 (II Farm Bureau Rebate)0% APR for 36
months in lieu ot rebate. WA C.
'•30 Dav Return Program Must finance through Chrysler Financial with no trade in Must pay tax, title, license and 5% restocking fee at 506 per mile

'Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company"
CHRYSLER

Jeep
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Soda jerks? Not Pepsi
Soft drink rival helps alert
Coca-Cola of secret thieves
ATLANTA(AP)- Coca-Cola rifling through corporate files
and Pepsi are usually bitter ene- and stuffing documents and a
mies, but when PepsiCo Inc. got new Coca-Cola product into a
a letter offering to sell Coke personal bag.
trade secrets, it went straight to
Williams, 41, of Norcross,
its corporate rival.
Ga., and 30-year-old Ibrahim
Six weeks later, three people Dimson of New York and 43face federal charges of stealing year-old Edmund Duhaney of
confidential information, includ- Decatur, Ga., were charged with
ing a sample of a new drink, wire fraud and unlawfully stealfrom The Coca-Cola Co. and ing and selling Coke trade
trying to sell it to PepsiCo Inc.
secrets, federal prosecutors said.
"Competition can sometimes
They were expected to
be fierce, but also must be fair appear before a federal magisand legal," Pepsi spokesman trate judge- today in Atlanta,
Dave DeCecco said. "We're where Coca-Cola is based.
pleased the authorities and the
Chief executive Neville
FBI have identified the people Isdell said in a memo to employresponsible for this."
ees Wednesday that the compaThe
suspects
arrested ny is cooperating with federal
Wednesday — the day a $1.5 authorities.
million transaction was to occur
"Sadly,
arrests
today's
— include a Coke executive's include an individual within our
administrative assistant, Joya company," Isdell wrote. "While
Williams, who is accused of this breach of trust is difficult

Mouse potatoes
can Google,
new words in
MerriamWebster's

for all of us to accept, it underscores the responsibility we
each have to be vigilant in protecting our trade secrets.
Information is the lifeblood of
the company.'
He said Coke will review its
information protection policies.
procedures and practices to
make sure it safeguards intellectual property. Coke spokesman
Ben Deutsch said the formula
for trademark Coca-Cola was
not stolen in the theft.
According to prosecutors, on
May 19, Purchase, N.Y.-based
PepsiCo provided Coke with a
copy of a letter mailed to
PepsiCo in an official CocaCola business envelope. The letter, postmarked from the Bronx
in New York. was from an individual identifying himself as
"Dirk." who claimed to be
employed at a high level with
Coca-Cola and offered "very
AP
detailed and confidential inforCans of Pepsi and Coke are shown in a news stand refngerator display rack in a New York file
mation.'
"Dirk" was later identified as photo from April 22, 2005. Coca-Cola and Pepsi are usually bitter enemies, but when PepsiCo
Dimson, the FBI says.
Inc. got a letter offering to sell Coke trade secrets, it went straight to its corporate rival.
.....4mkkal•••••114k•
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sPRIMil !LLD Mass (AP)
Need tips on how to groom a
unibrow or soul patch?
Just google it. Or get a mouse
potato to do it for you.
It you're still lost, grab the
latest edition of MerriamWebster's Collegiate Dictionary
for a definition of those and
about 100 other words that has c
made their way into its pages.
But he warned: you might
some across a drama queen (a
person given to often excessiveIs emotional perlomances or
icactionsi. an empty suit tan
inetlettual esecutivei: or a
Ininho tan attracuse hut vacuous
man
think "male birntxr.i
"We
to have a mix that
addresses the wide range of people's information needs when
adding nev., words." said John
"lorse. president of
the
dictionary
it mglield based
publisher It could he a technisal term
smile light-hearted
that sends people to a dicminais "
make it into the dictionaiv. ss,i'd has to he more than
a Bash in the pan tad It needs
-lasing power.
"NAe need es idence that the
\sold is showing up in publitamins that people are reading on
.111 es CI.1LIN.h,is is. Nit1fm: said
gtapticus comh through
e 11.,
national neuspapers, entertainment magannes, trade journals
.aid Web sites in search of new
ds and phiases
As has hcen the case during
The past seseial vears. MemamVs ehstei s le s], ographers have
'cm. ii 1,11gel
pit'1,
icupied w ith
'ethnology and somputers for
its latest edition. which will be
as adahle at the end olau. summei
long skill] &limp an mien .a t e
.1, "11111U112
pk11.11.1"ii h11,111.11 iv. st 011 the
late I'MI
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BRAVES 14, CARDINALS 4

Tomahawk Chop
SUPPAN GIVES UP A BUNDLE OF RUNS EARLY

AP

Atlanta's Chipper Jones, left, and Andruw Jones, rear, celebrate
with teammate Adam LaRoche (19) as they come home on a St.
Louis error that allowed Jeff Francoeur to make it to third on the
play during the first inning Wednesday at Turner Field in Atlanta.
The Cardinals skid continued with the loss to Atlanta.

ATLANTA (AP) — Chuck James says
he isn't a student of baseball history, so he
hadn't heard of Rick Behenna before
Wednesday night.
And the more James heard about
Behenna, the less he wanted to know.
James won his third straight start, the
first Braves' rookie to do that since
Behenna 26 years ago, and Atlanta
matched its season high for runs in beating
St. Louis 14-4 on Wednesday night.
James, a left-hander who joined the
rotation on June 25, wasn't too excited to
hear that 1983 was Behenria's only season
in Atlanta, and that he finished with a 3-10
career record, including two winless years

with Cleveland.
"That ain't good," James said.
James(3-0) gave up four runs and eight
hits, including home runs to Scott Rolen
and Hector Luna, in six innings.
"I think my goal in the next outing is to
try to keep the ball in the park and we'll be
all right," said James, who has allowed five
homers in the three starts.
The Braves won consecutive series for
the first time since May while extending
the Cardinals' road woes.
The Braves scored 10 runs off Jeff
Suppan, knocking him out of the game in
the fourth inning, to win for the second
time in the three-game series.

The Braves are 4-2 in a 10-game homestand as they try to recover from a 6-21
June, the worst month in franchise history.
"We need to sweep some series, but if
we can win every series the rest of the way
we'll be all right," Braves outfielder Jeff
Francoeur said.
Third baseman Chipper Jones returned
to the Atlanta lineup after missing three
starts with a sore foot. He drove in three
runs with two hits, including a two-run
double in the fifth inning.
"It felt pretty good," Jones said. "I was
fme. I was happy to still be on some pitch•See CARDS,2B

AMERICAN LEGION BASEBALL

WESTERN OPEN

Moving On

AP

Murray Legion
splits DH with
Post 68
Staff Report
Murray Post 73's Junior Legion baseball team wrapped up the
home portion of its season by splitting a doubleheader with Lyon
County Post 68 on Wednesday night at Calloway County High
School.
Post 73 rallied for a 4-3 win in the opener, but some sharp
pitching from the visitors stymied the hosts in a 5-0 Murray loss
in the late game.
In the opener, Murray's bats showed the rust signs of a week
layoff before coming alive in the last inning for three runs and
the 4-3 victory.
Ben Hudson's two-run single plated Keaton Tate and Austin
Hargrove with the winning runs. Murray's other run came in the
first inning, when Casey Brockman doubled in Hudson.
Josh Reynolds overcame a shaky start for the complete-game
win on the mound. Reynolds gave up two unearned runs in the
first via a single, two hit batsmen ancla pair of Post 73 errors.
Lyon County got an earned run in the third for a 3-1 lead that
did not hold up For the game, Reynolds fanned five and scattered
seven hits. Hudson and Brockman both had two hits to pace Post
73.
In the nightcap, Lyon County left-hander Robert Thomas was
outstanding in one-hitting Murray for the 5-0 win. Jacob Burks'
second-inning single was the only hit for Post 73.
Thomas, a Dawson Springs varsity hurler, shut down
Murray's normally solid hitting with the summer's best pitching
performance against Post 73. Thomas fanned seven in the fiveinning affair.
Chess Volp went the distance, taking the loss for Post 73(137-1). Lyon County put up two runs in the second, one in the third
and another pair in the fifth. Volp gave up eight hits, struck
allowed out three and did not issue a walk.
Murray will take the diamond again on Saturday in Paducah
Post 31's Junior Legion tournament at Brooks Stadium. Game
times and opponents were scheduled to be announced late today.

Tiger Woods walks down the fairway after teeing off on No. 3 during the Chick Evans Memorial Pro-Am at the Western
Open golf tournament Wednesday in Lemont, III.

WOODS LOOKS FOR TURNAROUND AFTER ROUGH U.S. OPEN
LEMONT,Ill.(AP)—All Tiger Woods in 10 years as a professional.
Woods took nine weeks off between the
can do now is shrug it off.
After missing the cut at the U.S. Open, Masters and U.S. Open to tend to his
Woods hopes to put aside that dismal per- father. Earl, who died of cancer on May 3.
formance when the Western Open starts He went a month without picking up a golf
club because it was just too painful — it
Thursday.
"You know, it's something I don't nor- reminded him of his father and of his loss.
He needed a break.
mally do, missing the weekend at a major
"I'm sure it gets easier, but it's somechampionship," he said -Wednesday.
"Missing a weekend means that you have thing you'll never forget," Woods said. "I
don't think it's ever something you really
no opportunity to win the tournament."
Woods wasn't the only disappointed want to forget or ever really want to truly
golfer at the U.S. Open. A meltdown on the put behind you because having a parent
final hole at Winged Foot cost Phil that is so loving in your life and that you
love so much, you never, ever, forget that."
Mickelson the championship.
Woods and Mickelson head a starMickelson would probably like to forget
packed field that includes Vijay Singh and his performance at the U.S. Open. He led
by one heading into the final hole before a
Jim Furyk.
A three-time Western Open winner, double-bogey dropped him into a tie for
Woods hopes to rediscover his stroke at second with Colin Montgornerie and Jim
Cog Hill after shooting 12-over and failing Furyk, one shot behind Geoff Ogilvy.
Mickelson made some questionable
to make the cut in a major for the first time

decisions and brought back memories of
the Lefty who was 0-for-42 in majors as a
professional before breaking through at the
2004 Masters.
He used a driver instead of a 4-wood on
the 18th tee, and the ball landed off to the
left, near the hospitality tents. Then, he
went for the green, rather than a safe shot,
and hit a branch. And his next shot landed
in a bunker.
"I think the biggest thing about that is I
don't want the one hole to affect my play in
the next couple majors," Mickelson said.
Furyk was disappointed, too. His putting game deserted him after the first 12
holes on the final day of the U.S. Open.
"I'm proud of the way I played," said
Furyk, the defending Western Open champion. "I didn't close the door like I could
have."
Woods thought Montgomerie should

Italy vs. France
for the World Cup
BERLIN (AP) — Few teams faced more questions heading
into the World Cup than Italy and France.
The French were over the hill — they couldn't even score.
The Italians were consumed by the biggest soccer scandal in
the nation's history.
No teams have answered their doubters more emphatically.
"We were not listening to it when they were giving us a lot of
stick," French forward Thierry Henry said,"and we're not listening to it now."
On Sunday in Berlin, the Italians play for their fourth world
soccer championship and the French go for their second.
Both teams have rich traditions, but neither entered the
monthlong tournament a favorite.
The Italians came to Germany as a match-fixing scandal built
at home. Day after day, allegations of bribes and favoritism piled
up against four topflight clubs for which 13 of the 23 Italy team
members play.
The players were silent about the probe, but their performanc-

NI See WOODS,28
•See CUP,2B

WIMBLEDON

Closing in on a milestone
HENIN-HARDENNF, BEATS CLUSTERS; ONE WIN FROM CAREER SLAM
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) — Justine HeninHardenne is one victory from a
career Grand Slam.
She defeated fellow Belgian
Kim Clijsters 6-4, 7,6 (4)
the
Thursday to reach
Wimbledon final and close in
on the one major title missing
from her collection.
The third-seeded HeninHardenne will face No. 1

Amelie Mauresmo or 2004
champion Maria Sharapova in
Saturday's championship.
Henin-Hardenne reached the
Wimbledon final in 2001, losing to Venus Williams. Since
then, she has won three French
Opens and one U.S. Open and
Australian Open. By taking
Wimbledon, she would become
only.the 10th woman to win all
four Grand Slams.

Thursday's match was the
20th career tour-level meeting
between the Belgians and seventh at a Grand Sam, but their
first at Wimbledon.
Henin-Hardenne evened the
series at 10-10, winning for the
third time in a month after victories in the French Open quarters and the Eastbourne grasscourt event.
Henin-Hardenne has won 17

straight matches and 13 consecutive Grand Slam matches
without dropping a set. She can
become the first player in the
Open era to win the French
Open and Wimbledon back-toback without losing a set.
"I'm playing good tennis,
Heninaggressive,"
I'm
Hardenne said. "I try to play
calm. I hope 1 can go to the
end"

AP
Justine Henin-Hardenne stretches for a shot from Kim Clifsters
In their women's singles semifinal match on Wimbledon's Centre
Court earlier today.
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LADY LAKER HONORS: The Calloway County High School softball team recently
held
its annual banquet to honor the 2006 squad. Lady Ulcer players receiving awards
included (front row, from left) Sam Butts (Co-Outstanding Defensive Player and
Academic
awards); Traci Rose (Most RBIs and Academic awards); Kaysin Hutching (Best
Outfielder
and Academic awards); Chelsea Morris (MVP, Co-Outstanding Defensive Player
and
Academic awards); Meagan Starks (Outstanding Offensive Player, Best Batting
Average,
Best On-Base Percentage, Best Slugging Percentage and Academic awards);
(back row)
Brittney Deitz (Academic award); Ashton Futrell (Participation award); Kristin
Boggess
(Academic award); Kayla Cunningham (Most Improved and Academic awards);
Toree
Rogers (Most Stolen Bases and Academic awards); Brittany Fox (Academic
award) and
Whitney Gardner (Pitching and Academic awards).

•Cards

•Woods

From Page 1B

Suppan has enjoyed the most
From Page 1B
run support of any NL pitcher, as
es It u,,isti
a, hail as I thought
have
won. The ball was on the
the Cardinals have averaged
it would be
right side of the fairway, on a
7.41
runs
per
trine
innings
in his
Adam.'
shortstop
Edgar
flat spot, with a good angle.
starts.
kenteria was
tor ei with two
"It doesn't get any better than
This time the Cardinals' bats
RliIs
that," Woods said."With Phil on
couldn't keep pace as Suppan
[he (.aolinals. Who broke a
gave up live runs in the first the tee, anything can still hapset en game
hid losing streak
inning and six in the fourth, pen. He could still make bogey
ith lin.sdav night's 6-; win,
on the last hole and lose the
tell iii l')-2 I ,issa troll) St. when the Braves sent 12 batters
tournament. I thought it was
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laiii I
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Monty's tournament. Put the
"I'm falling behind in the
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Nobody can protect your AL/TO
any better than we can!

By The Associated Press
The New York Yankees
couldn't quite wipe out memories of the second-worst loss in
franchise history in 24 hours.
They still came pretty close.
A day after losing 19-1 to
Cleveland, the Yankees beat the
Indians 11-3 on Wednesday
night with Mike Mussina adding
in a little American League history.
"It's a nice way to come back
after what happened to us,"
Mussina (10-3) said after
becoming the first AL pitcher to
win at least 10 games in 15 consecutive seasons.
Mussina allowed three runs
and five hits in six innings and
didn't show any effects from a
slight groin pull. He improved
his career record to 234-130. He
started with Baltimore in 1991
and joined the Yankees in 2001.
"It's a nice accomplishment,"
Mussina said. "I was a little surprised I was the first one to do it.
Hopefully, I can keep it going
and come back and do it again."
Rookie Malty Cabrera's first
career grand slam highlighted an
eight-run fourth inning for New
York.
In other AL games, it was:
Detroit 10, Oakland 4; Tampa
Bay 5, Boston 2; Texas 9,
Toronto 3; Chicago 4, Baltimore
2; Kansas City 6, Minnesota 3;
and Los Angeles 4, Seattle 0.
New York's rebound win
may have come with a price as
center fielder Johnny Damon
left in the third inning with a
slight muscle pull in his stomach. The Yankees are already
missing
outfielders
Gary
Sheffield and Hideki Matsui
because of injuries and second
baseman Robinson Cano is also
on the disabled list.
Damon first felt a pain during
batting practice, and then while
taking a swing in the on-deck
circle before his first at-bat.
"It's sore," said Damon, who
expects to sit out Thursday's
series finale. "I'm a quick healer, so I think it will be OK."
Ben Broussard hit a two-run
homer and Todd Hollandsworth
had a solo shot for the Indians,
who had their winning streak
stopped at four.
Cleveland third baseman
Aaron Boone had three errors,
two in the eight-run fourth.
"I probably won't fall right to
sleep tonight," said Boone, a
playoff hero for the Yankees in
2003. "You always hear if you
play long enough you're going
to have a day like that."
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John Williams

S. 12th St • Murray, KY • 753-3115

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Amencan League
All Times CDT
East Division
W L Pct GB
Boston
SO 32 810
Pow York
47 35 573
3
Toronto
47 37 560
4
Baltimore
39 47 453 13
Tampa Bay
38 47 447 13 1/2
Control Division
W L Pct GB
Detroit
57 28 871 —
Chicago
55 29 .655 1 1/2
Minnesota
46 37 554 10
Cleveland
39 44 470
17
Kansas City
29 54 349
27
West Division
W L Pct GB
Oakland
44 40 524
Texas
43 42 506 1 112
Seattle
42 44 488
3
Los Angeles
40 44 .476
4
Wednesday's Scores
Detroit to. Oakland 4
N.Y Yankees it. Cleveland 3
Tampa Bay 5. Boston 2
Texas 9, Toronto 3
Chicago White Sox 4. Baltimore 2
Kansas City 6. Minnesota 3
L.A Angels 4. Seattle 0
Today's Games
NY Yankees (R.Johnson 9-7) at
Cleveland (Lee 8-5), 6 05 p.m.
Boston (Wakefield 6-8) at Tampa Bay
(Shields 4-1), 6 15 p m
Baltimore (Orhz 0-5) at Chicago While
Sox (Vazquez 8-4), 705 p.m.
Toronto (Taubenheirn 1-4)11 Kansas
City (Redman 5-41, 7:10 p.m.
L.A Angels (Escobar 6-9) at Oakland
(Loaiza 3-5), 9:05 p.m.
FrIday's Games

Baltimore (Benson 9-6) at Cleveland
(Sabath* 6-4). 6 05 p m
N.Y. Yankees (Wright 4-5) at Tampa
Bay (Seo 2.51.615 p.m.
Toronto (Burnett 1-21 at Kansas City
(Hudson 1-3), 7:10 p.m.

Minnesota (Silva 4-8) at Texas (Wasdin
1-1), 735 p.m
Boston (Lester 3-0) at Chicago White
Sox (Buehrle 9-5), 7:35 p.m.
Detroit(Bondsman 7-41 at Seattle
(Pineiro 6-7), 9:05 pm. •
L.A. Angels (Lackey 6-5) at Oakland
(no 8-5), 905 p.m

Nationel USW*
East Olvision
W
LPCt GB
New Ycwk
50 34 .506
—
Philadelphia
38 45 45811 1/2
Florida
36 45 .444 12 1/2
Atlanta
37 48 .435 13 1/2
Washington
37 49 .430 14

Centre! Division
W L Pet
St Louis
Cincinnati
Milwaukee
Houston
Chicago
Pittsburgh

45 38.542

GM
—

44 41 .518
2
43 43.500 3 1/2
42 43.494 4
31 53 .389 14 1/2
29 57 371.
1/2
West Division
W
L Pct
GB
Colorado
44 40 524 —
Los Angeles
44 40 .524 —
44 40 524 —
San Diego
San Francisco
43 42 506 1 1/2
Anzona
40 45 471 4 1/2
Wednesday's Scores

Florida 18, Washington 9
San Diego 6, Philadelphia 3
N Y Mitts 5, Pittsburgh 0
Atlanta 14, St Louis 4
Chicago Cubs 1, Houston 0
Milwaukee 6, Cincinnati 5, 13 innings
Colorado 5. San Francisco 3
LA Dodgers 5, Anzona 4
Today's Games

Florida (Sanchez 1-0) at Washington
(Hernandez 6-8), 1205 p m
San Diego (Park 5-4) at Philadelphia
(Madson 6-51,6:06 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Gorzelanny 0-0) at N Y
Mets (Trachsel 7-4), 6:10 p m.
Cincinnati(Mays 0-5) at Atlanta
(Hudson 6-8), 6.35 p.m.
Chicago Cube (Maddox 7-8) at
Mikeaukse (Capuano 9-41, 7:05 p.m.
St'Louis (Ponson 4-3) at Houston
(Buc(*olz 5-6), 7:05 p.m.
San Francisco (Cain 6-8) at L.A.
Dodgers (Hendrickson 4-9), 910 p.m.
Friday's Games
San Diego Maims 3-1) at Washington
(Ortiz 6-6), 8:05 p.m.

Pittsburgh (SneN 7-6) at Philadelphia
(Lieber 3-5), 6:05 p.m.
Florida (WiNis 5-7) at N.Y Mets
(P Martinez 7-4), 6:10 p.m
Cincinnati (Milton 4-4) at Atlanta
(H Ramirez 4-2), 6-35 p.m
Chicago Cubs(Zambian° 7-3) at

Milwaukee (Jackson 1-1), 7 05 p m
St Louis (Marquis 10-6) at Houston
(W Rodnguez 9-5). 7 05 p m
Anzona (Batista 8-5) at Colorado (BKirn
5-4). 8 05 p m
San Francisco(Moms 7-7) at L A
Dodgers (Billingsley 0-2). 9:40 p.m

SportsBriefs
•The Cincinnati Reds will hold a tryout camp on Monday. July 10 at
Murray State's Reagan Field. The camp is open to all players age 1610
22. Registration begins at 9 a.m, and the tryout will follow at 10.
All Legion players must have written permission from their post commander or coach to participate. All players under 21 must have a written release from a parent or legal guardian accepting lull legal liability"
in order to participate.
The camp will be conducted by Rick Sellers and Jim Grief. For more
information, call (270) 744-8920.
•Tryouts for the Calloway County High School volleyball team will
be held from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. on July 10-11 at the CCHS gymnasium.
•Murray-Calloway County Hospital and the Center for Health &
Wellness, in conjunction with volunteer physicians and nurses, will be
hosting free sports physicals during the month of July.
The free physicals will be held in Outpatient Services at MCCH on
July 15, 22, and 29 from 8 a.m, to noon. The physicals are
offered to all
middle school or high school athletes in both the Murray and Calloway
County school systems. Anyone who plays a sport at either school system must receive a physical either at the free clinic or from a physician.
No pre-registration is required for the free physicals. A form from an
athletics director is required. Call Allison Lancaster, health promotions
coordinator at MCCH, at 762-1832 for more information.
•The Calloway County High School boys' soccer team will conduct
preseason conditioning/tryouts beginning Monday, July 10 at the
school. The program will hold two-a-day training, with morning sessions
running from 7:30 to 9 and afternoon sessions from 3:30 to 5:30.
Players are required to bnnning shoes and soccer shoes to every practice dunng preseason training.
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Full Service Restaurant
Open 5-9 p.m.
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
'Reservations are recommended
or
but not required

AP

Derek Jeter smiles and
points to Yankees' first baseman Andy Phillips after Jeter
tagged out Cleveland's Victor
Martinez for the final out
Wednesday in Cleveland.
The Yankees won 11-3.

es were boisterous.
"Yes, the confusion of the
past two months has given us all
the desire to respond in an
appropriate
way,"
coach
Marcello Lippi said. "It's
brought this group of guys
together. We wanted to show
what Italian soccer really
means."
Italy won the World Cup in
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• Certified Technicians
• Fast and Reliable Service
• Professionals you know and trust

(Sunday Buffet $14.95

-'Dover,

•
190 Crow Lane
TN - (931)232-9492
Call Toll Free 877-660-5939
www.riverfrontplantation.com
email: info@riverfrontplantation.com

TODAY
CYCUNG

7 p m (8 p m Pacific)
OLN — TOur de France. stage 5.
Beauvais to Caen. France (same-day
tape)

753-8708
Po •• IP
•

DUN'? LOSE Vat COM
REPAIR All? CONDMONERSI

Served 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Also Alternator & Starter Repairs, Brakes,
Tires & Cieneral Maintenance

Ul

HOLLAND TIRE
96 lest Aisle Street•

Ahem • 753-5606
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TV, radio

Thank You Murray

A New Diversiagg*Inu Eventgi
Week featured by Chef Paul Ent

1934. 1938 and 1982. This time
it has allowed only an own-goal
in six games, and now its
offense is rising to the same
level. After beating Germany
with two goals in the final minutes of extra time, Italy headed
to its first final since losing to
Brazil in 1994.
That run has required a determination no team has matched
in this event.
Except, perhaps, for France.
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1 pm.
ESPN — USG& 11 S Senior Ow
Chompscnship, firto round. at
Hutchinson, Kan
3 p.m.
USA — PGA TOM Western Open. Aral
round, at urn." II
7:30 p.m.
TOd — U3034. World Match PRIV
ChempioneNp, Int round. at
Gladelons, N4.(mrrw-dllY
WPC
MAJOR LIAGUE BASEBALL
8:30 p.m.
TBS — crams* at Alkyds
7 p.m.
ESPN — St Louis at Houston
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WestKy.Rural Electric
Annual Meeting
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Saturday. July 8 • 12:00-2:00 p.m.

0
13 innings
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Lunch Business Meeting
at Graves County Middle School
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Thank you for the opportunity to serve

Sport USSR War**
Wad Can
Van*
Ural Trucks
Campers
Saab & babes
Sambre Ohba
Few Column
Tobacco & Sappho

COME see the lilies.
It's peak bloom at
Outside Inn Daylily
Nursery
565 Magness Rd,
Hardin, KY
Open 8-6 Mon. thru
Sat. 437-4015 or 7037059
special 0
DAILY
Sandra D's. 293-3816
LARRY Tucker Farms
taking orders for bodacious, peaches &
cream, silver queen
corn. 489-2477
PERM Special!
$35 with this ad.
Upper Cuts Salon,
1104 Story Ave.
753-2887.
Ask for Susan
PRACTICAL DENTAL
ASSISTING
We are now accepting
Regt8tration for the
class which begins
September 9th 2006.
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends and holidays off
For more information
and registration forms
website
our
visit
www BohleDentalcorn

-clay

our

office

(2701442-0256
Enrollment is limited,
Call Today,
SOLAR Ness
thinner, more natural
looking acrylic)
Full Set $25

(a

, first

Fill $17
We still offer

you.

Murray, KY

BLUEGRASS Gardens
Daylity Farm.
684 Crossland Rd.,
Murray. Wed- Sat.
10AM- 430PM.
Weekly specials.

call

INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST,
Kentucky Academy of Technology Education (KATE)
Murray State University. Full-time position to begin August,
2006. Qualfficadons: Bachelor's in the field of Education
required, Master's preferred. Must have strong instructional
technology skills and ability to independently learn new technologies. Must have documented, hands-on experience in the
application of technology in teaching and learning.
Documented experience with adult learners is required, along
with excellent communication and presentations skills.
Extensive knowledge of Kentucky curriculum documents, state
and national standards, and pedagogy is essential. Must have
demonstrated ability to work collaboratively to develop and
implement instructional technology materials. Must be able to
work with diverse personalities and to hear and respond to multiple perspectives and to manage multiple initiatives. Must
Responsibilities:
have a positive, helping attitude.
Collaborate and assist KATE staff, COE faculty, program faculty, students, PK-12 teachers, principals and district administrators to integrate best practices in instructional technology in
classroom instruction. Gather data including needs assessments, analyze strengths and areas for improvement. Plan,
develop and implement KATE initiatives. Assist pre-service
and in-service teachers and COE faculty in the development
and implementation of instructional materials including standards-based units and lessons that incorporate appropriate technology addressing curriculum as well as state and national
technology standards. Develop, evaluate, and select resources
and materials for KATE initiatives and KATE web page.
Research and stay abreast of best practices in instruction, learning and technology. Application Deadline: July 18, 2006. To
Apply: Send a letter of application, resume, three letters of
recommendation and portfolio of sample work to: Chair,
Screening Committee, Kentucky Academy of Technology
Education, 226 Alexander Hall, Murray State University,
Murray, KY 42071-3318. Women and Minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State University is an Equal Education
and Employment Opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer
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Rogolor

Acrylic
Full Set $20
Fill $12
Add $5 for French
UpporCuts
1104 Story Ave.
753-2887
Tues.-Fn 9-5. Sat 8-12

A child needs youl
Lost: 5 month old yellow Become a foster par
Lab mix. Female, blue ent, up to $36/day
collar. Last seen 7/2, WKUMFS
Charley Miller Rd. area. 270-443-9004
Needs medical attention. 227-2530
Stetson:
or
LOST
American Pit Bull.
Female, 6 years old,
fawn color with 4 white
Unclipped
feet.
ears/tail. Last seen
Hope
New
6/28,
Church Rd area of
Paducah. Needs medical attention immediately. Reward.
554-2620

LOST: Angus horror
on 6f17 at Calloway
County Fair. 650Ibs.
Reward. Has permanent tattoo.
731-514-6348

Now accepting
applications.
Full and part
time shifts
available.
Flexible
scheduling. All
shifts available.
Apply in person
Mon-Fri from
2PM-4PM.
FOE
NA

black/white
LOST:
male Cocker Spaniel.
Almo area. Reward.
759-4211
LOST: Large Blue
Parrot Macaw in Lynn
Grove area. Reward
offered. 293-7830
LOST: Mostly white
female Jack Russell
Terrier on 7/1/06 in
Doran Rd. area. Pink
collar. 787-0876

Rep WAN

CPA or CPA candidate.
Full time position with
a Murray. KY CPA firm
involving income tax
and auditing responsibilities. Competitive
salary and benefits.
Please send a personal resume to. Office
Manager. Howe &
Melton, LLP. 301
Maple St.. Murray. KY
42071.
DAYS Inn Now hiring
housekeepers. Apply In
person 8-00 am.- 3:00
p.rn
517 S. 12th
Street.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Tanning Research Laboratories, Inc. has
an immediate opening for a full time
Customer Service Representative to
process orders for national accounts.
Applicants must be able to effectively
communicate with customers, brokers,
and company sales force. Applicant
must also be able to manage multiple
priorities on ,a daily basis. Computer
experience is required (SAP knowledge
is a plus). Full benefits package includes
medical, dental, 401(k). etc. Please mail
resume to: Human Resources, P.O. Box
30, Murray. KY 42071.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Now Taking Applications for:
Full/Part time truck drivers
with Class A CDL
Good Pay
Paid Holidays/Paid Vacation
Health Ins./Retirement Plan
Home Time
Quarterly Safety Bonus
Also needing
Owner Operators'
Phone 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Wanted Software Developer to wort on•large
.NET Windows client applicanon. The application is
a farm recordkeeping system used in 26 states and
also in Brazil. Required: 2+ years experience working on client applications with a database back end.
Knowledge of object oriented programming/analysis,
at least a BS degree in Computer Science. This is a
long term full time job with a stable small company
with good benefits, a bright future and challenging
work. Find more info on wwwagconnectionscom.
Job location between Mayfield and Mturay. Send
cover letter and resume (Word or RTF preferred) to
Inualextagionnectiona cow.

Taking applications
foF all positi( ns. 11)1
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, MUITaN.
No phone calls.
Website Position
Local company seeking qualified, selfmotivated individuals to join E-commerce
website team. Tasks include addition of
new products, content updates and photo
editing. Layout, grammar, and graphic
development required. Full time, benefits,
hrly. Mail resume to. RR - Web Position,
2814W. Wood St., Paris, TN 38242

EXPERIENCED
painter wanted.
Minimum 3 years.
270-226-0505
EXPERIENCED
welders. Summer help
40-* hours per week.
Call 270-415-9972 to
parents
FOSTER
needed. Earn $351day
by opening your home
to a child in need. Call
NECCO at 866-3063226
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
FULL time preschool
teacher. Experience
preferred. Apply at 109
S. 13th St.
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following positions: CNA Full time - 2P-10P,
10P-6A. RNA_PN - Full
time - 10P-6AAnyone
interested in becoming
part of our team may
apply in person at
Green Acres Health
Care, 402 W. Farthing
St., Mayfield, KY 42066
established
LOCAL
business seeking fulltime receptionist/customer service rep. Must
have excellent people,
computer and typing
skills. High school
diploma required. Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-0, Murray, KY
42071.
Local company has
had an 18% growth
rate. Need hard
working individuals
who want to grow
in the company and
looking to enhance
their lifestyle.
Several openings
with management
capabilities and
people skills.
Starting salaries
$300-$1.800 weekly. Call Monday
between 9AMII AM to set interviews. Call
(270)759-2147.
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M -F 9am - tpm only! 1800-578-8799

OTR DRIVERS NEEDED. COMPETITIVE
WAGES AND BENEFITS
PACKAGE.
HOME WEEKENDS.
MUST HAVE CLASS A
CDL WITH MINIMUM 3
YEARS 0Th EXPERIENCE. CLEAN MVR.
(800)468-6087
PART time weekends,
nights at Breaktime
Billiards. Apply in person.
PT openings to clean
units.
resort rental

Saturday
required. Call
436-2345

hours

REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.
SALESPERSON needed!! Local used car
dealer is in need of one
person. No experience
required. If you are a
good 'people person"
and like the idea of
earnings
unlimited
potential, you need to
call.
a
us
give
weekly
Guaranteed
salary. Commissions
weekly.
also paid
Please call 270-5380769 or fax resume to
270-538-1721. Don't
put this off. We are
looking for someone to
start immediately!
SALESPERSON needed. Degree in mechanical engineering a plus.
Salary commensurate
with experience. Mail
resumes to Mega
Power, Inc., P.O. Box
38, Hickory, KY 42051
or call 270-856-4421
M-F, 8:00AM-4:30PM.
EOE

LOCAL mom willing to
babysit in her home.
Ages 6 weeks to 6
References
years.
available. Call
761-2657
MANDA Panda's Fun
Care at home daycare
looking for children
One of the lowest
priced home daycares.
Call 753-7031 Of
293-5212
12

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556
140
WW1 to Buy

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
BUYING U.S. Sliver
coins. 753-1376

1

22 cal Thompson

con
ter classic auto-rifle
$250. .22 cal Rugs
10/22 Laminated stock
s.s. w/scope, $150.
Ruger Mark III .22 cal
pistol N.R.A. new, still
in box, $175. 2 Rolex
(rep.) watches, new,
$100 each. 761-3617
BIG home Kenwood
stereo. Good condition
with surround sound,
$150 OBO. Have to
sell. Call 227-3251
CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
COMMERCIAL upnght
freezer $200.00.
Collectible porcelain
antique grandma &
grandpa dolls.

(270)753-2753
(270)210-2910
Purifiers:
remove smoke, pet
odors, kills germs, bacteria & dust mites,
breath clean fresh air
Covers up to 3,000 sq.
ft. 5 day free trial in
your home. For more
info. call
(270)978-0343
HOME

OPEN 24/7
Rex's Worm Farm,
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Ph. 270-436-2189.
Redworms, nightcrawlers, waxworms,
mealworms.
Mealworms, 1,000:
$12 post paid. Ship
mealworms only.
STRAW for sale, $2.25
bale. 489-2436. If no
answer, leave message

LEI
Larde Selection
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
r•
753 1713
WASHER & dryer VW
each. Stove & fridge
$200 each. All 2 years
old. 731-571-8304

compute
LARGE
desk, $50. Small corn
outer desk,$25. Queen
size waterbed frame,
$50. Display cabinet.
$20 OBO. Call
293-9113 to see.

9'10* black lacque
over cherry mantle
inquiries
Serious
please. 270-527-8186
190

Equicerant
285 Massey Ferguson
tractor. Looks good,
runs great. 489-6106,
493-6022

4 BEDROOM,2 BATH
only
wide
Single
$19,995!! This won't
last long. Call nowl!
731-564-9429
BEAUTIFUL 4 BEDROOM 3 BATH with
fireplace, tons of cabinets & huge master,
Only
bedroom!!
$69,995!!!
731-564-9430
FLEETWOOD
Reflection Ltd. 3BR,
2BA, utility room, storage building, move-in,
mint condition.
293-2132
GREAT Deal
2003 16x80 Sunshine
3BR, 2 bath, fireplace,
new laminate flooring,
whirlpool appliances,
C/H/A, only $25,900
OBO (270)436-5289
(270)227-9141

)1

Noble Mamas For Rant
(2) 3BR 14x70
Hardin, 437-4465

NICE 2BR mobile
home, No pets.
753-9866
SMALL 2BR
753-6012

$185.

2,822 sq.11 office o
etail. 1306 N. 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480
320
Aplomb For Rent
1 & 2 bdr income
based apts. No pets.
Leave a message.
270-753-1970.
1 bedroom apartment.
Clean and nice. All
appliances including
w/d. No pets. 270-4365496
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
182BR near MSU.
Appliances furnished.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 38R apts. available. Please call
753-8221.
1BR & 38R apartments
next to MSU at Bradley
Book Company.
759-4696
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335.
.21311, 1 Bath apt, kl,
appliances, w/d, $435.
753-7559
1BR furnished.
pets. $235/rno.
753-3949

No

1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts., starting at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118
2 bedroom, all appliances.
Cambridge
area. 293-6968
2811, central gas heat,
central air. $275 and
up, some with new carpet. Coleman RE
759-4118

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.

COMPLETELY set up
/2 acre,$10,500. 7536012

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has 182BR
apartments available, 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit. No pets. CaN
753-2905

CHILD'S
wooden
swingset or outdoor
playhouse in good condition. 615-417-1768

2BR mobile home and
lot. $13,500. 753-8012

LIKE new, 1 BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr. 270-435-4382 or
leave message.

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
WANT to buy standing
timber. Export logs.
Post oak 20 in & up at
little end Red Oak,
White Oak, Walnut.
Five acres or more.
Night 270-838-8465,
Office 270-838-0258.
Cell 731-514-4148

3.13R 2BA (incl. land)
beautiful lot, $15,000 or
best otter. Call for
showing 293-7011
'99 Clayton Beyview.
Like new, 3BR 2BA,
garden tub, 16x80,
$20,000. You move.
753-8584 leave message.
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH
only
Doublewide
$39,9991! Land packages available!!
731-564-9109

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEARLY new Large,
3BR, 2 bath, all appliances 753-7903

CIASSIFIEDS
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heal cud Au
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

.,6

le

163 Dew Lane, Alrno
Hwy 80, 3 miles, left on Van Cleave,
1.5 miles, left on Cad Crisp, go 1
mile, right on Dew Lane
Fri & Sat•7A111-?

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-11668.
VERY nice 2BR 2BA
apartment
Recently
built, all appliances,
C/WA, storage space
included
$606 per
month
Shroat
Developer 759-3772
340
Neuss. For Reg
1 BR house in country,
water furnished, no
pets 753-0728
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock
$700 month Available
mid-July
759-9046
436-5258
2BR, stove, refrigerator. w/d hookup. central
H/A, $550 mo 1 mo
deposit. 12 mo lease
No pets
753-2254.
527-8174
3 bedroom I bath
completely remodeled
No pets Need references $500/mo utilities 1 month security
deposit Call
(270)293-3572
3bedrOom foreclosure
Buy for $5.025 For listing 800-749-8124 Ext
S021
HOUSES for rent or
sale 3, 4, or 5 bed
room Call
270-753-4109

AKC registered
Labrador retnever puppies for sale
Champion bloodlines
For information call
270-753-2552 (daytime)
270-759-1180 (night)
270-227-3377 (cell)
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
FULL
blooded
Australian Shepherd
puppies, $50. 270-4892477
GERMAN
Shepherd
puppies. AKC registered, 6 weeks old,
excellent
german
bloodlines, first shots,
ready to go, parents on
site $250.00.(731)3522694 (731)415-1846
390
SWAIN
LOST: Angus hello
on 6/17 at Calloway
County Fair. 650Ibs.
Reward. Has permanent tattoo. 731-5146348
TENNESSEE Walking
Horse 13 years, mare
has been shown and
trail rides $1 500
293-6091
he Place to Start....
Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
400
Stases lian1
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20 5c
753-7668

WM Ms

BIG YARD
SALE

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

94W ON LEFT

Now renting
Located at '2.t1S 4th St

JULY 7TH & 8TH

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
153 2905 or 7517536
PREMIER
MINISTOR AGE
•Inttide climate contr ,
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U Hauls
753-9600

1/10 MILE
FRI & SAT
8AM
Washer 8 dryer.
clothes, tools.
bedspreads. lots
of stuff

YARD
SALE
1001 Payne St
Friday
7 ant-2 pm
Saturday
7 am-Noon

'Jir1Lasse
Clothes furniture
HOUSES for rent or
sale 3, 4. or 5 bed
morn Call
270
,7514109

toys &
miscellaneous

YARD SALE
Far hie

1095 Locust
Grove Rd.

COMI2ERCIAL build
ing 2 688 so ft on
803 acre lot Great
location 2297 State
Route 94 East 753
5856, 293-7127
F restay painted
Prep. Fe Aire
707 South 12th Street
South Center 1,200
sq ft 710 so ft 753
1252. 753-0806
building
METAL
40.4.8ft Insulated. gas
neat. iocated at 406
Sunbury Circle Cali
270-436 2935

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
China cabinet. table
A chairs, child's train
table. fumoture
afghans clothes
boys 4 girts infants
push mowers
Many items
•

CaR us we will be Old to he4p.
Murray Ledger & Times

5 PARTY
YARD SALE

MOVING
SALE

94 East to
McDougal Drive
3rd house on
right.
Sat., July 8th
7 am-12 pm

121 N. 1/2 mile
past Armory on
Graham Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-Noon

Books, toots, baby
equipment and clothes,
bikes, women's clothes,
copier, electric breast
pump

ads

HUGE YARD
SALE

CHRISTMAS in July
Open House. Come
shop voth your favorite
Independent
Distributors. Shop
early for holiday gift
ideas and check out all
of the new and exerting products Register
to win door prizes.
Saturday, July 8th.
Pans Civic Center,
650 Volunteer Drive,
12PM-5PM

1320 MAIN ST
FRI 7-7
SAT 7-8

7:30-?
Antiques.
bedroom furniture,
set of twin mattresses, clothes, toys,
household items,
etc Something for
everyone!

43

5-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1330
NORSWORTHY
KIRKSEY. 121
TO HWY-299,
25 MILES
FRI&SAT
7,00-7

Estes
1AC. septic, water.
elec,
well
house
$10,000. No offers.
6mi. S. 731-232-8134
All Real Estate adverfised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation.
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or cliscnmination This newspaper
will
not
knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis
'

xercise equipment 350
Ford flet-bed furniture
rotor tiller luysdull
house canning jars
pic-n. fade lots of rnisc
tiff 5959

NICE
YARD SALE
1503
CHAUCER DR.
FRIDAY
JULY 7TH

7:30-1:30
Double dresser &
mirror, ant table & 4
chairs, clothes.
lamps. 2-sets dishes.
racing ATM.
Bicycle for 2

2 FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
1934 Van Cleave
Rd
Fri & Sat
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Left off 94E
Clothes (women s &
mensf, inground
pool pump,
pool winter cover,
dressers desk.
1.r,rk
etc

GARAGE SALE
21 31
SOUTHWEST
DR
FRI & SAT
7-12
outside storm doors
golf clubs ai bag girl
clothes infant- 41.
dishwasher, slide in
range vent style
microwave oak cuno
cabinet 193 7523

FOR sale 28R duplex
in Northwood $89.000
293-1446
Haley Professional
Appraising
lot what a's worth'
(270)759-4218
TRIPLEX and duplex
for sale in Cambridge I
Great income Serious
inquiries only
7533966 leave message
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
$125.000 See listing
027720 at
vAvw allthelistings com
270-753-4109.
270-227-1545

KY Lake Barkley. 2 9
acres $129.900 220 ft
dockable
shoreline
west facing to lake Call
owner (270)350-6816

270-753-1916
'30

ATTRACTIVE
brick
ancti, 3 bedrooms. 2
baths. Family room, all
appliances,
garage.
1,450 sq. ft., $93,500.
1629 Catalina.
762-0634

1111111Yeah*

WM lids

Sipple

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
Promoting sour Business?

ice cream table and chairs, metal bed frame,
cuno, old windows, shutters, Little Tikes slide,
Mary Kay, okl dishes. Oki cameras, CB, arc
welder, movies, air compressor, TV, pull behind
bicycle cart, mower, clothing, toys, 86 S-10,
night stand, drawers with mirror, him mattress,
MUCH MORE 759-5406

issils Far Real
[
°11PIN.F6H
COMMERCIAL or retai
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft
C/G/H.
restrooms
plenty
of
parking
excellent location nea
judicial building 404 N
4th St complex
759-3772

MI

2 FAMILY YARD SALE

400

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3becfroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ants
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing'
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

Murray Ledger &'haw.

509 S. 11th St.
Fri. - Sat.
Collector dolls lawn
custwons, ins vase,
pillows baskets. Blue
Ridge. soccer table,
basketball stand.
couch Chair, treadmill.
saw horses, comforter quid top

YARD SALE
721

Nash Dr.

Fri & Sat.
7 am-

5 pm

Boys and girls
clothes 0-6 yrs ,
diapers riding toys
and misc toys
household items
cds & much more

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Corns First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

REDUCED, 3 bed
room, 2 bath. 105
1 mile SW
acres
school, heated shop.
horse barn, equipment
shed $199.999
753-9212. 753-3992

I

*was For Ssis

2 bedroom I bath with
1 7 acres approx 1
mile from lake at 4611
Faxon Road $18,500
759-1070, 227-1434

2 story brick. 8 acres. 3
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. attic, basement,
sunroorn. bonus room
hardwood floors, fire
places, carport, new
roof/gutters
(270)382-3939
38R 2BA. Coldwater
for sale 1.400 sq feet
with
garage
Completely remodeled
Ready to move in.
$40.000 Call 293-8705
ADJACENT to MSIJ,
newly renovated SBA,
213A verth 2,170 sf
1658 College Terrace
$129.000 227-3396
BUY a home, sell a
home Save money
fsbowestky corn

BUILDINGS
"Steel Buildings Must
sell 3 Repo steel buildings NEW, never put
up HUGE savings- Will
sell tor balance owed
35x56, 30x44
Call
Today' 1-800-222-6335
x6000

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks sun
BEAUTIFUL
4.200
rooms, vinyl siding,
INSTRUCTIONAL
sq.ft. new home built
mobile home repair,
Mechanic-Airline
on bluff over creek in
sagging Doors, termite
Rapid training for high
BUSINESS
Kirksey. $148,000. Call
& water damage Larry
paying aviation career
SERVICES
Don 767-0958,
Nimmo (270)753-9372
FAA predicts severe
519-8570
Or (270)753-0353
•Attention
shortage. Financial aid
CONVENIENT
to
Homeowners. Display
Hitt k,
if quality- Job placement
Mayfield and Murray. 4
homes wanted for vinyl assistance. Call AIM
I \(
br 2 be. in the country.
siding, windows, roofs, 888-349-5387.
Nice corner lot, back
kitchens. Guaranteed
deck, basketball court.
financing! No payments -Attend College Online
Jacuzzi tub in master
until Fall 2006. Starting from home •Medical,
bath
Priced below
at $99 month. Call 1- 'Business, 'Paralegal.
- ,
.9- S.114114
appraisal at $85,000.
'Computers, 'Criminal
800-251-0843
12115 St. Rt. 303 near
Justice. Job placement
EQUIPMENT
St. Rt. 94.
assistance, Computer
APPLIAANCE
FOR SALE
270-534-0143
Provided. Financial aid if
REPAIR & PARTS
qualified. Call 866-858CHAD B. HUGHES *Sawmills from only 2
1
1
2
$2,795. Convert your
Foreclosure! 3 bed 2
22 yamts EXPERIENCE
LOGS to valuable LUM- \WAY.OnlineTidewaterT
bath, $10,000. For list(270)226-9398
BER with your own ech.com
ings 800-749-8124 Ext.
(270)492-8191
Norwood portable band
S020
MEDICAL
sawmill. Log skidders
NICE brick 3 bedroom,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
-Absolutely No cost to
also
available.
2 bath. Built in 2001. SERVICE & PARTS
youll All brand new
510 Stoneridge Ln. (270) 293-8726 OR www.norwoodinduswheelchairs,
tries.corn- FREE infor- power
293-7545 or 759-5496
759-5534
and
beds
mation. 1-800-578-1363 hospital
Chuck Van Buren
NORTH of Murray in
scooters.
Immediate
Ext.: 300-N
Candlelite
Estates.
BACKHOE &
delivery. Call toll free 14BR
3BA
recently
FINANCIAL
TRUCKING
888-998-4111 to qualify.
remodeled,
walk-in
ROY HILL.
•$$CASH$$ Immediate
closets, new appliSeptic system, gravel, cash for structured set- 'Stew power wheelchairs,
ances. 3 car heated
scooters,
white rock
tlements, annuities, law
Absolutely no cost to
attached garage, large
436-2113
suit, mortgage notes &
you. Call toll tree 1-86Edeck. pool, paved
Dozer work & Track
Cash
flows
JG 346-4046.
driveway and attractive
hoe
Wentworth #1 1-800landscaping 759-9848
NOTICES
794-7310

BTM Excavating

ATY's
2004 KFX Kawasak
400. Full HMF exhaust
ITP wheels/holeshots
A C bumper & nerf
bars. $4,500 767-0143
Spat Utley Vehicles
2002 Buick
Rendezvous
White/Ian, leather.
OnStar. loaded
$11,300 Call
270-293-7455
Cars
2) VW Beetles for
parts 489-2174
BUY police impounds.
Cars from $500 For
listing 800-749-8116
ext. N526
2001 Mercury Sable
LS, 97k moles. AT,
cloth/leather,
champagne color, good condition.
$4,750
(270)761-6767
1996 Chevy Monte
Carlo LS PW. PDL tilt
CD player, pewter/gray,
110.000 miles Asking
$1,900 753-5184 or
293-0652
1995 BMW convertible.
Red with tan interior. 4
cylinder. 5 speed.
Loaded up $8.500.
753-2041
1990 Honda Civic.
73.000 miles. automatic. $1,700 0130 Phone
435-4317
1989 Jeep Wrangler.
Black, hardtop. 6 cylinder,
automatic,
102,000 55.500 OBO.
270-625-8299

Bobby McCutston
Backhoe IC Tractor/Blade
Septic Systems . Driveways
White Rock. Gravel
753-7646
227-3032

1987 Chevy conver
soon van 95.000 miles
$3.000 OBO Phone
435-4317

2001 5-10, 4-cyl auto
clean, 75,000 moles
703-2996 437-4171

I
AWN SERA
f
Mowing Miii. bong
SAlislai I ,,,,,

( all 75.1-11116
227-0611
436-2867 Lint)!
Professional Tree
Sew* Complete
removal, trimming. etc
Also Tractor work,
tearing down buildings.
hauling, gutter cleaning.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
lure & tree work.
492-8645 ROOF
REPAIRS Stew
Roofs all types 29
years experience Call
Carters

FOR SALE
'Wolff Tanning Beds
Buy direct and Save'
Full body units from $22
a month! Free color catalog Call Today' 1 -800842-1305
www np etstan corn

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
HELP WANTED
home Home repairs,
'Best
sales job in
additions.
roofing.
Unlimited
decks, floor repair & America!
Leads/ No cold calling.
coverings, siding.
"FREE ESTIMATES" Earn 50k to 150k 1st
Call (270)753-1499 or year We provide a full
line of final expense,
(731)247-5464
mortgage
protection,
icrobenson0wk net
health insurance &
Calloway
annuities Call Today
866-224-8450
Trash Service
ext.
1234, Ask for Steve. A
•AUTOMATED BILLING
Life & Health License is
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
Required.
•RATES STARTING AT
$15y140
'High School Exchange
7614748 293-41145
students in need of host
families. Has own insurance and spending
money_ Promotes world
peace!
American
Intercultural
Student
Exchange. 1 -800-SIBLING www.aise corn

CATHY'S
Wallpapering. Painting.
and Cleaning
270-978-0569
DI \()\
It \III 'II R
11\\I(
•I I
•
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111.11eie .1,
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All

1 1111'

riorilino n10.11,
k ink
milky
Damn Va.( hall
ii 492.s5tai.

Fertile

CARPORT
SALE

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
'Reach over 1 fruition
readers with one call!
Contact the classified
department
of
this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
oiacing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
tor only $250

Landmark
'Welders
Strumures, water tower
industry reader, seeking
weeders wisolid expenonce in SMAW and
FCAW, experience in
steel tank industry a
plus. Out- of' state travel required. Our POWS
work 9 days on, 5 days
oft All travel expenses
(hotels, flights, per
diem)
paid
by
Landmark. To pin our
team, contact Joseph
800-888-6816, ext. 105,
or fiLff flaSUMO w/salary
history to 817-4399001

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services
"We
Specialize
in
Cleaning'
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing
Mobile Homes
•Bnck
•All External Cleaning
"Acid Cleaning
Available
'We Use Hot Water
"Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176
()NJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don t have time
for
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New Const /Remodel,
or trouble Lic and ins
w/ 30 yrs exp Call
753-7091
11111 (II
I iiiiremely Itiareeph
14
sti II, rI rtig.TV/Ig

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood Insured 4892839

-Executive Auto Repair,
1471 Moseley Street,
Owensboro, KY 42303.
(270)926-4908
has
intention to obtain title to
the vehicle 2000 Dodge
3500,
VIN#
3B6MC3669YM217369
,
owner
John
E
Brackett, lien holder,
Chrysler
Financial
unless the owner or the
lien holder objects in
writing within fourteen
(14) days after the last
publication of this legal
notice.
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

-Driver- Hiring Qualified
drivers for OTR posiFood
tions.
grade
tanker, no hazmat, no
pumps, great benefits,
competitive pay & new
equipment
Need 2
years experience. Call
Bynum Transport for
your opportunity today.
800-741-7950
*DriverKnight
TransportationOur
regional runs are back!
Out 5-6 days. home 2
No-touch freight, topnotch equipment, daily
pay, trailer tracking..
call us, it gets even better...
888-346-4639.
www.knighttrans.com.
Class-A CDL/ 4 months
OTR.
•Driver:
No
Experience, No problem: Tuition paid training! CDL-A in 2 1/2
weeks! Tuition reimbursement for recent
graduates! Must be 21.
Call
CRST
Van
Expedited.
800-5532778.
"Driver,
Owner
Operators:
Regional
Freight from Louisville.
$1.31pm
average!
Home often & weekends. Lease purchase.
NOT forced dispatch.
Call Max at T&T! 1-800511-0082.
'Driver: Small company,
Big pay. Starting up to
46 cpm. Guaranteed
hometime, three weeks
vacation, lease purchase,
BC/BS,
6
months
experience
required. 800-441-4271
ext. Ky100.
-Drivers: Are you getting
the pay and hometime
you deserve? Roehl
drivers are! Practical
route mileage pay! Up
to
$3,000
sign-on
bonus. Students welcome. Class-A required.
EOE Call 7 days a
week. 877-774-5313.
WWW GoRoehl.corn
'Drivers:
Average
$53,854. Paid orientation. BCBS insurance
with low premiums.
Owner Operator welcome. Lease option
available.
866-8049334
wwwtransportamenca.com
*Drivers: Class-A CDL
drivers.
Immediate
openings. Louisville &
Georgetown areas.(2 yr
recent exp required)
866 - 2 7 0 - 266 5
WNW abdovers.corn

41
Truck
Driving
School
$50,000$75,000 first
year
Training for Werner,
Swift, CR England
Weekly
&
Student
Financing' -Home
Tuition Reimbursement! Weekends' .36e-.40e
mile to start'
100% lob placement per
in
trucks,
assistance 24/7 1-800- PrePass
Medical,
Dental
&
883-0171 A-50
Vision ins. 1 yr. verifi-Attention
Company able OTR exp & ClassDrivers
&
Owner A CDL. Call John or
Operators Ozark Motor Kathi
866-543-1234
lines offers regional option 6 or WWW onlineruns with high pay and transport com
weekend
hometime
OTR also available Call "Want
Home
most
800-264-2033 now'
weekends with more

*Sales
Career
Opportunity! We provide qualified leads,
complete product training and support $1650$2500 weekly income
•Dnver Be Home every pay/ Run Heartland's
potential Prior ciekts
Ohio Regional' $ 45/
weekend!
&
1-2
expenence
rehuired
times/wk Earn up to mile company drivers
800-860-8275. Ext. 420.
550.000 first
year! and $1.22 for operators!
months
OTR
Regional flatbed deliv- 12
Heartland
eries. Class-A CDL & 6 required.
1-800-441months tractor/ trailer Express
4953 www heartland experience
req'd
express corn
Wabash
Valley
GARDEN OF EDEN
Transportation,
Inc.
LAWN CARE
MOWING & TRIMMING 8 0 0 - 2 4 6 - 6 3 0 5
*new wvIonline.corn
LEAF REMOVAL
HEDGES TRIMMED
GUTTER CLEANING
530
489-2689

rat-oft.°

II)R1 S \Mt 11111 It
ri

11E01 1•11‘1 Sit S
Hull A Kasha.
its

Joe's Mower Pi .
Free pickup/delivery
436-2867
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
*For all residential at
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
'Custom spraying fir,
lawn/patio furniture
LOUVOf doors 'shutters
753-8858

REFLECTIONS
Window Cleaning
'Clean Your Windows
inside & out"
'Pressure Washing
'Deck Restoration
Painting
Commercial &
Residential
293-5830

111111101 DIRTY?
noisome& ftsese
Fres P/I.1 aDoevely
Mois

761-3665
9711-4007

PROFESSIONAL Floor
Installation 18 years
experience Wood, carpet. tile Free estimates 787-0228

FREE adorable kittens
to a good home 6
weeks old 753-9325

Call us we will be
glad to
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971"
'Carpets *Upholstery
'Emergency Water
Removal •Ouock
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got OW'
753-6827
MOODY'S .
Mower
Repair pick-up & deliver. 753-5668

560

):
hine6
painilite

.

n,. •
.1 ‘
h

&Exterior Painting
Pressure Washing

Interior

7

FREE ESTIMATES
492-8334 n
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COMICS / FEATURES

Murray 'Ledger & Moles

LooklosBack
Qualified
TEl postgrade
zrnat, nt,
benefits
iy & Iwa
Need
nal. Cat
iport for
ity today.
Knight
1Our
are back'
home 2
ght, topant, daily
racking
even bet46-4639
ins Corn
4 months
No
to prob
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10 years ago
Published is a picture ot the
vast array of fireworks erupt-

ing over Murray on the night
of July 4 as thousands gathered around Murray State University Stewart Stadium for the
Briggs & Stratton Fireworks
Show. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a girl
to Lisa and Tracy Rudolph, a
boy to Sharlisa and Richard
Smotherman, a girl to Lisa and
Mike Peake and a girl to Bridget and Robert Carter, July 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Lasslier will be married for 50
years July 9.
20 years ago

Published is a picture of
Harold Grogan receiving a
plaque from Jim Lawson, principal of Murray Area Vocational Center, in appreciation of
14 years and one month of
dedicated service as a carpenter teacher at the center. Grogan retired June 30.
M.C. Garrott writes about
First Baptist Church Choir's
musical, "I Love America,"
musical program with Wayne
Halley as director in his column, "Garrott's Galley."
Mr. and Mrs. Deeton Dodd
were married 50 years June 27.

30 years ago
Published is a picture of the
bicentennial fireworks held at
Murray-Calloway County Park
on July 5. Director Gary
Holtman and his crew were in
charge of the display which lit
up the sky with streaks of many
colors. Also pictured a photos
of other attivities for the Fourth
of July celebration. The pho-

tos were Staff Photographers
Gene McCutcheon, Mike Brandon and David Hill
Farmers in the Penny, Almo

and Oaks Country Club areas
reported damages to corn and
tobacco crops from the summer afternoon hailstorm on July

5

40 years ago
Mrs. C.C. Lowry of Mur-

ray, president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs.
is one of nine lay members
appointed to the Council on
Higher Education by Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt.
Ninety-five Murray Girl
Scouts with leaders and aides
attended the Girl Scout Day
Camp held June 20-24 on Snipe
Creek on Kentucky Lake. Mrs.
Charles Kemp was director.
Rev. Lloyd Ramer, minister
of First Methodist Church, Murray, spoke about "What Age
Are We In and What is the
Age We Serve?" at a meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club.
SO years ago
Ralph McCuiston of Murray has been named as cornmissioner of highways for the
First District of Kentucky by
Gov. A.B. Chandler.
Work on the air conditioning of the library at Murray
State College is now underway.
James A. Parker and Buford
Hurt of Murray and Thomas
Scruggs of Hazel were among
those 12 representatives of
Woodmen of the World from
the West Kentucky area who
attended the district meeting at
New Century Hotel, Dawson
Springs.
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Debate on church attire:
show up or show respect?
DEAR ABBY: May I
respond to your reply to *Dismayed in Marysville, Mich.,"
regarding attire in church? As
a priest and pastor, I'm appalled
at how some people come
dressed for Sunday worship.
You said that "Dress codes
have been
greatly
relaxed in
recent
decades,"
which I find
to be inaccurate. What
has become
relaxed
is
Dear Abby the attitude,
the respect
and reverBy Abigail
ence people
Van Buren
have
for
worship and church buildings.
From brides walking down the
aisle chewing gum to funeral
pallbearers wearing tennis
shoes, to members wearing flipflops, shorts and tank tops on
Sunday, the lack of respect
and reverence to worship is
disgusting.
These same people would
never allow their children to
play in a sporting event out
of uniform, or apply for a job
interview themselves dressed
inappropriately. Sunday worship should be no different! - PRIEST IN OHIO
DEAR PRIEST: I also said
I was raised to believe people should dress "respectfully" in the house of the Lord
-- and that means fully shod
and covered up enough so it

Todaylidlistory
By The Associated Press

Today is Thursday, July 6,. the
187th day of 2006. There are 178
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 6, 1944, 169 people
died in a fire that broke out in
the main tent of the Ringling
Brothers and Barnum-and-Bailey
Circus in Hartford, Conn.
On this date:
In 1535, Sir Thomas More was
executed in England for treason.
In 1777, during the American

Revolution, British forces captured
Fort Ticonderoga.
In 1917, during World War I,
Arab forces led by T.E. Lawrence
captured the port of Aqaba from
the Turks.
In 1923, the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics was formed.
In 1945, President Truman
signed an executive order establishing the Medal of Freedom.
In 1945, Nicaragua became the
first nation to formally accept the
United Nations Charter.

In 1957, Althea Gibson became
the first black tennis player to
win a Wimbledon singles title,
defeating fellow American Darlene Hard 6-3, 6-2.
In 1967, the Biafran War erupted. (The war, which lasted 2 1/2
years,claimed some 600,000 lives.)
In 1989, the U.S. Army
destroyed its last Pershing IA missiles at an anununition plant in
Karnack. Texas, under terms of
the
1987
Intermediate-range
Nuclear Forces Treaty.
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Shingles pain
lingers

doesn't distract the other wor-

DEAR DR. G017: I am
a 74-year-old male. I have suf-

shippers. However, reaction to
my reply varied sharply. Read
DEAR ABBY: More important than what people are wearing is the reason for being in
church in the first place. Maybe
it would be better if we could
all enter God's house blind. If
we can't see what people are
wearing, we can leave our
judgments and prejudices outside and use the time to learn
more about God's purpose for
our lives. -- DIANA IN
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
DEAR ABBY: Satan wants
to embarrass the church, so
he sends people dressed any
kind of disrespectful way.
They'd be sent home from
their jobs if they dressed like
that. Women: Cover up! You

family doctor.
I
have
tried
all
kinds of eye
drops, cortiDr. Gott sone
ointment, maxiBy
mum doses
Dr. Peter Gott
of vitamin B
and anything recommended to
me, all with no results.
I still have pain and itching over my left eye that drives
me batty! I'm at my wits' end.
If you have any suggestions,
it would be greatly appreciated.
DEAR READER: About
10 percent of patients with
herpes water (shingles) develop chronic pain resulting from
a herpes infection of a nerve
or group of nerves. Treatment

are worth more than your skin.
-- PASTORS WIFE IN ST.
LOUIS

DEAR ABBY:That we worship is more important than
what we wear. That letter
reminded me of the story of
the old cowboy who visited a
new church in his jeans and
boots. After the service, the pastor greeted him and remarked,
"We enjoyed having you here
today, but before you return,
you should have a talk with
God about proper attire in
church."
The next week, the cowboy returned wearing the same
clothes,
so
the
pastor
approached him again. "I
thought I told you to speak
with God about what to wear
when you came here," he said.
The cowboy responded, "I did.
But he said he didn't know
because he'd never set foot in
here!" -- IOWA COWBOY

DEAR ABBY: My pastor
says no one would consider
dressing casually if they were
going to be in the presence
of our president or any other
dignitary. Why would we consider anything less for our
Lord? Makes perfect sense to
me. -- BARBARA,MORGANTOWN, PA.
DEAR ABBY: I have seen
people come to church straight
from working in their yard,
without changing or washing
up. When I was a child living in the country, men came
to work wearing overalls, but
they were clean and, most of
the time, new. Today, there is
no excuse for slovenliness in
public, much less in God's
house. -- LILLIE IN SPRINGFIELD, MO.
DEAR ABBY: Church is
where you go to give praise
to the Lord, not check out
what others are wearing. If
"Dismayed" feels put out
because someone isn't dressed
the way she'd like, then maybe
the services should be held at
Macy's so she can feel more
comfortable. -- MATTHEW IN
PEORIA

medication, which I did until'
I couldn't get out of a chair
after sitting about 20 minutes.
I went off the Zocor myself,
without consulting my doctor.
After about two weeks, the
pain stopped, but I still had
muscle weakness. I consulted
an arthritis specialist. After X-,::
rays, she decided I defuntely
do not have arthritis.
It has been quite a few
years now, and whenever I
stand for any period of time,
I get severe lower back (or
across-the-hip) pain. When I
exercise, my muscles feel weak
and just hurt.
I can only assume the muscle weakness is a result of the
Zocor. Has there been dam-

fered with shingles for a year
and a half. They were located on my face and head. The
tissue over my left eye was
affected, as well as the bndge
of my nose.
I have gone
to my eye
specialist as
well as my

on:

•
•
•

age done to my muscles from
the Zocor? Is this damage .•
reversible or is it permanent?
What can I do?
DEAR READER: Muscle

damage can result from statin
drugs (including Zocor) in a
small percentage of patients.
The side effect may be permanent.
I cannot comment on your.,
experience because I am not.

familiar with your health sta.-.
tus, but I agree that you should,. • :.
not be taking Zocor.
_
I encourage you to undergo physicalphysical therapy. Ask your
physician to refer you to a.:
therapist. After several weeks.. -

for this is challenging, but pain
control is the paramount goal.
You may need narcotics for
this purpose. First, see a neurologist for advice.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
54 years old. I took Zocor for
a couple of years. I was probably 48 at the time. I complained to my family doctor
about muscle weakness. (I
could hardly walk up a flight
of stairs.) I asked if it could
be the Zocor, and he said no,
it was more likely arthritis.
He told me to stay on the

of rehab, you may be

prised at your progress.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Cholesterol."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.

CootractBrldge
East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 8
K5
•A .1 5 4 3
•76 3 2
WEST
EAST
•Q 7 3
• 10 5 2
WQ,11092
•8 6 4 —
•8
•Q 10 7 6
•K 10 5 4
•Q9
SOUTH
•A 6 4
A 73
•K 9 2
•A J 8
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
Pass
I NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead
queen of hearts.
Safety plays take many forms,
but the underlying principle is nearly
always the same: In order to protect
against an unfavorable distribution
of the adverse cards, declarer risks
losing a trick he might not have to
lose.
The large family of safety plays
need not be memorized. They should
suggest themselves automatically
when a threatening set of circumstances arises. They now naturally
from the prevailing situation.
In this deal, for example, South
sees that there are only seven tricks
immediately available at thee
notrump, and that the best source of- .
additional tricks lies in the diamond
suit.

The normal way of approaching •
the diamonds is to cash the king and
then lead a small one toward the
intending to finesse the jack. But this
method of play is better designed to
obtain the maximum number of diamond tricks than to fulfilling the contract.
The trouble with playing the dia- •
ltiontlirin this fashion is that it does
not protect against the possibility that
FASt was dealt four diamonds to the
Q-10. Since declarer will probably
be unable to make the contract if this
proves to be the case, he should turn
his thoughts to guarding against this
eventuality.
He can protect hinneH fully by •
winning the opening heart lead in his:
hand and playing a low diamond to
the ace. When both opponents follow, the contract becomes assured. A
low diamond is next returned from _
dummy.
If East shows out, South wins
with the king and leads a diamond
toward the jack to assure four diamond tricks. If East instead follows
with a low diamond, declarer plays
the nine. If West is able to win the
trick, it means the diamonds were
divided 3-2 and the contract is made.
If West does not win the trick, once again four diamond tricks become certain.
Note that it doesn't help East to
play the ten on the second diamond
in the actual deal. In that case, South
wins with the king -and returns the
nine to produce the same result.

Tomorrow: Test your play.
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ARTs&EviERTAINNErvr
Sixty area youths ages 7-11
will be jumpin with jazz in the
exciting Disney classic "The
Jungle Book" at Murrays
Playhouse in the Park for one
weekend only July 20-23.
Directed
by
Holly
Bloodworth and Brenda Hines
The Jungle Book" is being produced in conjunction with the
• Playhouses annual youth summer theatre camp and is the second production in the little theatre line-up for the 2006 season.
Playhouse Executive/Artistic
Director Ross Bolen says the
decision to use the camp as a
means to produce a full stage
production fulfills many theatre
objectives.
"Doing a show with our
cainp will allow us to offer
another show in our already
busy season and will probably
make the educational experience
mote gripping for the children.

In the past, we have tried to
diminish the emphasis on production and finished product in
camp and focus more on technique based fundamentals,"
Bolen said. "As it turns out, 1
think children this young probably respond better to the trial by
fire of getting their feet wet in a
real performance environment,
rather than the very esoteric concepts of training repeatable techniques. 1 guess there really is no
better way to learn the basics of
making theatre than to jump
right in and do it.
"Hopefully, with this new
emphasis on performance and
production, the children will
learn more, and the community
gets yet another chance to come
out and see a show."
Join Mowgli, Baloo, King
Louie and the gang as they
swing their way through madcap
adventures and thwart the fero-
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In this photo provided by Walt Disney Pictures,Captain Jack Sparrow (Johnny Depp) Must contend with Davey Jones (he of the famous locker), to whom he owes a debt or else' be doomed
o eternal damnation and servitude in the afterlife in 'Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's
Chest'

'Dead Man's Chest'
lacks heart, soul
By CHRISTY LEM IRE
AP Movie Critic
lo
yo Ito yeah, that's
about all st,l1 get
It is physkally impossihle it
think "1 an% PIM, if iii sitting
of the
thilui01
( at thlwan I )ead Sims(.11t:SI"
.111t1 hay mg all IltIt.C• of energy
and enthusiasm 'ii,. Led tail
s CII more ,arloonish than
the oliginal Win born 200i
ditti,ult teat to ai hie.e
this ses ond installment in the
l'uates it the('atibbeati. trait
hew. i'tin led,like a live
iiii iersi.uu If a R.,.id
RIIIIIICI IIs' 1

dictability ot watching Depp do
his kinda-gay. kinda-dnink
Keith Richards shtick as
Captain Jack Sparrow. which
earned him an ()scar nomination. is %ompletely gone The
swagger is still there (as arc the
smudges of kohl beneath
Depp's piercing brown eyes)
hut returning screenwriters Ted
Elliott and Terry Rossio don't
gise him any ))armularly meritorahle zingers to say
'The bigger problem. though.
is that we know the performance is coining And like es cry
thing else about this film, west.
seen it before
"Dead Man's Chest" begins
‘11,1 th,se tituntents Ate the
with Bloom's earnest Will
IRelte.t p,itts !tie les( 'turner and Knightley's saucy
Is 111,1 bit,,IICti
Mot, like its
Elizabeth Swann on the serge
inede,
of marrying. only to he yanked
trig I \IC1114, III VttIOC%Cf • etill
from their planned nuptials and
mg part three. vs Mitt was shot
arrested for their association
ott, tit tent Is vs ith part ist o and
with Captain Jack
is due out in 2(M" No family
Seems that Jack is in trouble
hin t inspired by a
(again). this time for a blood
amusement paik ode needs to
debt he owes the fearsome
liii I%%tt .11Iti
thilt h011f• Its
ocean ruler Das y Jones (Bill
post oh110111,
(1•
Nigh. whose lace is covered
Johnny I)t'pp. Orlando
by some son of ix:lupus-lookBloom and Keira Knightley are
ing monstri,sity. and whose
all ha, . as is dire,for Gitre
understated comic talents sadly
St'uhuuisl.i I his time, the plot
go to waste) But if Jack can
tt.uses on our her01.'S
locate Jones' hidden chest, he
as they ...ramble to
can control Jones for so the legt Ind Das
tanums hidden end goes. it's all so complicat,hest
ed) and avoid tieing his eternal
In theory. the special effects
slave
are the allure. hut they feel
At the same time, the prigredundant You
only look at gish Lord Cutler Beckett (Tom
a
the hand of had gu‘.,
Hollander. who appeared with
.welts.,raw Is .rew of halt
Kmghtley in 'Pride &
humans halt s mods ran., the
Prejudice" and with Depp in
ss,4si ot whit h is an enormous, "The Libertine" also wants the
multi tem.*i led es hithan
chest because he wants to rule
for
so Itnig lbes re not nearly as
the ocean and nd it of all
as inspiring as the utudead
pirates
aiteeis from " The('urse of
Beckett runs the East India
I Pearl' a ho reseal
Trading Co which seems to
ho r skeletal sets Cs In the
represent some sort of stateinismlight Iliat moment
ment against homogeneity and
%%heft' Ihr's MIR II .10.11$•• the
corporate hulling
which is
,sean ft.so is part of their
odd coming from a film that's
k is sill! extremely
being released by one of the
world's largest and most power‘1),I the thrilling tinpre
ful enteriainment entities, hut

whatever. lbs plan is little more
than a plot device to set the
action sequences in motion,
anyway.
Will and Elizabeth both find
a way out of jail to re-team
with Jack and help him look for
the chest. Their adventures
among the natives on a remote
island can be sisually impresvise
the three-way sword
tight features some inspired
choreography - hut they also
call to mind an extended
episode of "Survivor"
Also crammed into the mix
are a voodoo sorceress (Naonne
Hams from "28 Days Later
who advises them On how to
get the chest. and Will's longlost father. Bootstrap Bill
(Stellan Skarsgard, covered in
barnacles and looking
depressed p. The entire endeavor
just feels overstufTed, as if more
somehow equals better.
"Dead Man's Chest" works
hest when everyone involved
just lets go and embraces the
absurdity, the innate kookiness,
of the matenal. You'll find
yourself laughing a lot. but the
laughs come way too intermittently. You'll also find yourself
squirming in your seat after
about an hour and a half
and
then you still have another
entire hour to go.
One scene, for example, in
which two sets of prisoners
dangle over a gorge in sphencal
cages made of bones and try
swinging their way- over to a
ledge. is delightfully silly.
More moments like that
and fewer convoluted plot
machinations and draggy special effects sequences - would
have made "Dead Man's Chest'
a real treasure worth discovering
*Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Man's Chest' is rated
PG-13for intense sequences of
adventure violence, including
frightening images. 7ivo stars
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